C'00king Both Ways
"Cooking Both Ways"

As our four year journey comes to an end, we must look both ways. We look back on all the times that make us who we are today and reminisce about our glory days. We look ahead in eager anticipation of what is to come and hope that the future is as bright as the past. From the day we entered first grade we knew we were special—we were the class of 2000. We thought to be first in line for the mac and cheese lunch to get a big piece of the crusty top, and to have the most New Kids on the Block cards. From pegging our jeans to wearing Skidz, we live in a generation of rads. Everyone was into the hottest video games like Atari, Cebra, Freeman, or Mario Bros. on Nintendo. In fourth grade Reebok Pumps and sleep bracelets were the "in things", and all was mant! Soon we entered junior high school, received our D.A.R.E. certificates, and suffered through our days without recess. Most of us can still recall the initial meeting of our two towns. We looked forward to the first dance that would unite us as the Bridgewater-Raynham Class of 2000!

1. Katie Simmons and Becky Albert are up past their bedtime at the Paks™ Jam dance.
2. Aki Rieger, Angela Kobak, and Emily German relax at lunchtime.
3. Carl Cyp, Laura King, Karen Choudard, Alison Paul, Helen Blanchard, Katie Powner and Lisa Curves enjoy a carefree summer vacation.
4. Laura Kartis and Staci Freedman follow the yellow brick road to stardom.
5. Melissa Webber, Stephanie Thomas, Erin Munroe, and Katie Burt watch Erin McNamara try to eat a donut on a string.
6. Cheerleaders Nicole Nihan, Laura Churchill, Bethany Harding, April Silva, Valerie Varnagis, and Renee Bennett tell us that they’re #1.
7. Stylists at the freshman year semi-formal were Ryan Martin, Kurt Harrnett and Lou Orloans.
8. Nurse and patient Tina Bartkowski and Cara Courey are ready for Halloween.
10. Youngsters Brendan and Keith Gill “go for a ride”.
11. Kara Humphreys, Aaron Seis, and Julia Marcinkiowski love recess.
13. Neighbors Jason Cieriez and Andrew Cheadle keep on truckin’.
14. Remember Dr. Gearhart’s 2nd grade class?
As we look back on our four years at The Regional, the first thoughts that come to mind are the friendships that we have shared, and the memories that we have made. We have laughed and cried together, and with the help of our friends, we have always pulled through. From the summer pool parties to the “up all night” sleep-overs, friends have played such an important role in our lives. We needed that special person to listen to us complain about assignments and to cheer our teams to victory. It helped to have someone who really understood why we were so stressed out.

Some of the friendships we made will last a lifetime, others will fade after our high school years, but we will never forget these people. They will always be with us in our minds and in the pages of this book.

1. Justin Bettencourt and Orestis Tillakos show how close they really are.
2. Lisa Carrozza and PCatelyn Gale wait for the field hockey game to begin.
3. Runners Pam Carbone and Cheryl Cote stretch out and limber up for their big meet.
4. Matt Mantalos and Jon Hartford are all decked out for their senior prom.
5. PCatelyn Gale, Meghan Callahan, Cori Urant, and Casey Popp squeeze together for a quick picture.
6. Good friends Shelley Cuellar, April Silva, and Nicole Nihan show off their beautiful smiles.
7. With faces painted, Leslie Miller and Angela Fix girls in anticipation of the pep rally.
8. Erica Finley and Shelah Rothman have time for a hug in between classes.
9. Shaun Robinson and Brian Berry plan their next hunt for Sasquatch.
10. Cori Doris, Cortnie Clifford, Angela Robak, Karen Choulard, Anne Broadbent, and Terry Moniz show us that during soccer girls will be girls.
11. Sarah Hooper and Nicole Conlon have a blast at field hockey.
12. Tara Bradshaw, Katie Barber, and Laura King monkey around before a basketball game.
14. Laura Churchill and Kaitlyn Campbell share a laugh on their way to class.
15. Katie Astarl and Diana Tatro flash stunning smiles before a big night.
Looking Both Ways

Over the years, the unity of our two towns has produced some of the best competitors in the state. Our teams have displayed hard work, dedication, and camaraderie. Even when we were looking at the exhilaration of a great win, or the sadness of a devastating loss, we always stuck together. Bridgewater-Raynham is known for our amazing school spirit which is shown in our coaches, fans, and especially our athletes. From freshman to senior year, these B/R students give everyone a sense of pride and accomplishment. Athletics are an important and wonderful part of our life here at Bridgewater-Raynham.

1. Eddie Casabian eyes the defense.
2. Aaron Sesin has a good grip on the situation.
4. Throwing the discus, Alison Mickiewicz shows us her proper form.
5. Adam Howe, #23, leads the Trojans into battle.
6. The 4x1 relay team of Elise Pelletier, Jessica Rawlins, Shannon Jackson, and Corinne Clifford celebrate another victory.
7. Sarah Peabody and Kaitlin Copp relax before a big game.
8. Amy Innocenzi, Jackie Julius, Michelle Graham, Kristi O'Brien, Danielle Dangola, and Angela Fix huddle before a new inning.
9. Even as freshmen, cheerleading captains April Silva, Tara Oliveira, and Nicole Nihan show their Trojan spirit.
10. Shannon Jackson leaps her way into first place.
11. Andy Hamilton closes in on an opponent.
12. Awaiting the pitch, Ryan Schleicher keeps his eye on the ball.
13. Running to victory, Jill Buckley and Molly Cawton leave the competition behind.
14. The girls JV softball team Caitlin Parlone, Cia Macrina, Chrissy Hall, Teresa Eftman, Michelle Byers, Lisa Porter, Cara Sypher, Carolyn Horsemann, Tara Oliveira, Alyssa Asack, Jess Julius, Lisa Emery, Cesi Guascorini, and Coach Sylvia lines up before an important game.
**C'ooking Both Ways**

The classrooms of B-R are always bustling with action and creativity. From learning about King Tut in world history, to reading Romeo and Juliet in English, we have received a very well-rounded education. Sophomore year, we were all a bit more mature than we were as freshmen, but we could still be found dozing off in our first period classes. We learned about the birth of our country in US History, and the importance of a mole in Chemistry during our junior year. As Seniors at B-R, we struggled through the first two terms, worrying less about the weekends and more about college, while senioritis quickly spread. Cooking at both aspects of school life, learning and fun, it is obvious that a B-R education provides us with a crucial mix of both. What we learned in the classrooms at Bridgewater-Raynham provided us with strong building blocks for our future.

1. Pam Osterhouse concentrates on her art.
2. Student teacher Miss Watson shows Erin Nelson, Nick Orlandes, Nick Palmieri, and Amanda Perry the joy of math.
3. Jeff Saunders gets serious with his physics.
4. In Industrial Arts, Tristan Bowman sands his woodwork.
5. Molly Cannon, Matt Leford, and Craig Murray rush to do their homework before class starts.
6. Taking careful measurements, Joshua Webber and Derek Morey complete an Earth Science lab.
7. Adam Howe, "Scooter" Korske, and Derek Charlene blunder their way through physics as Alyssa Asack looks on.
8. Heather Robertson draws meticulously in drafting.
9. Rich Andrea does online research in the library.
10. Nikki Mazenkas studies her script before Drama class.
11. Brian Kingsley and Dan Pitta explore the web in the new distance learning lab.
12. With his knowledge of human anatomy, Chris Castello expertly sculpts a clay skull.
13. Mike Quirk and David Hubble measure an inlaid drawing in Drafting.
14. Joe Munce, Cte Martian, and Mark Kertesin observe Dr. Campbell adjusting the scales.
Special moments are the times that we will always remember. Bridgewater-Raynham has given us more than a wonderful academic education. It has given us memories that will last a lifetime. We may forget our algebra or history classes, but we will never forget our proms, pep rallies, or ultimately, our graduation. These are the times we cherish, for better or for worse, for the rest of our lives. Cooking at both our times of heartache and our times of happiness, we see that both have brought us the Class of 2000 closer together.

1. Paula Moniz sips her grape Frutopia at lunch with friends.
2. Lindsay Thomas and Kristen Kenyon show off their outfits for the semi.
3. Courtney Leal, Andrew Cestha, and Kateelyn Corb return from their art class at PCC.
4. Kiera Humphreys and Jessica Ouellette get ready for the junior prom.
5. Prom night is special for Katie Burt, Julie Cavoie, Shaela Thomas, and Cathy Cobb.
6. Glamorous ladies, Diana White, Katie Beats, Liz Serlenga, Alison Mackiewicz, and Catie Moore dazzle at the prom.
7. Teresa Holley, Matt Santos, Ryan Dooley, Erin Munise, and T.J. Chamberlain can't wait for the dancing to begin.
8. In Naples, Florida, Katie Simmons, Carrie Simmons, Sue Nolin, Merry Carney, Pam Rabouni, and Sarah Carr soak up the rays.
9. At the pep rally, Cheryl Cote, Shelly Cuelar, Kristina Beats, Corinne Clifford, Anne Boudhent, Leslie Miller, Shannon Jackson, Karen Chouinard, Angela Robak, Cori Czy, Danielle Dangola, Angela Fiz, Celi Guasconi, and Katie Powers are ready to yell 'Go Trojans!'
10. Faces smeared with frosting, Erin Moura and Kathryn Copp enjoy a cake fight on Kathryn's birthday.
11. The Sophomore year semi-formal was special for Melanie Owens and Leslie Miller.
12. The Color Guard impresses the crowd with their halftime show.
14. Before the football game, cheerleader Renee Benoit paints the face of a young Trojan fan.
Looking Both Ways

Student life is much more than what goes on in the classroom. It contains fun and exciting events ranging from sports to CPR training. Student life is a juggling act of managing school work and a social life. We've all had great memories inside and outside of school. Getting frustrated with our homework, and looking forward to our Saturday nights were all part of our years together. We'll always remember who we ate lunch with, and how we cheered at the pep rallies. Our fond memories of watching our Trojans win the Super Bowl, and of cheering on our basketball team at the Fleet Center will last forever. Our lives here at Bridgewater-Raynham filled us with laughter, and sometimes with tears. We have a lifetime to look forward to, and four wonderful years to look back on. Our high school years are definitely the best time of our lives.

1. Jennifer Ocasio, Tristing, Matthew's, Nina Henderson, and Christen Xemen love Mr. Baron's history class.
2. Matt Woodard and Eric Warwick find history fascinating.
3. Latin IIIis students Cara Sypher, Tara Bradshaw, Sheri Bradford, Jessica Julis, and Ben Batter assemble Roman mosaics in Ms. Benigni's class.
4. Before the football game, Kara Silvia stops for a snack.
5. In anticipation of a busy day, Shariah Boston, Heather Costa, Helen Blanchard, Tyisha Wilmore, Jen Ocasio, and Shiobhan Boston wait in the Bridgewater lobby for the bell to ring.
6. After the ball is over, Raynham players Joanna Conroy, Katie Moore, Nicole Conlon, and Sarah Hooper celebrate the success of Cinderella.
7. In the guidance library, Angela Fox and Kurt Silvia check out colleges.
8. At lunch, Brian Dwyer ladels sauce on his cheese-filled bread sticks.
9. Color Guards Shaela Thomas, Julie LaVoret, Stephanie Thomas, and Melissa Brasil can't wait to go on the field.
10. In Physics, Jeff Bachand and Pat Dunne expand their practical knowledge.
11. At the yearbook meeting, Lou Orfanos and John McCann inspect the selection of covers for the 2000 Unites.
12. With Mr. Goslin supervising, Laura Courcy and Chelsea St. Martin work their abs in Gym.
13. B-R musicians play sweet notes on their saxophones.
14. Flutists, Terry Sly and Kathleen Reid love being part of the band.
Activities at BJR are not only fun, they are also enlightening. From the technology developed in TJ to the discussions we shared in Modern World Affairs, there is something for everyone. The SADD club creates the chain of life, and the yearbook committee meetings allow every student to help create Unitas. Our Future Teachers of America visit elementary schools to understand working with kids in an educational environment. In Science Olympiad, members compete against other schools to prove their knowledge of science. The most wonderful aspect of activities at BJR is that each one is unique. This year we had the pleasure of enjoying more than twenty different groups. As the year goes by, these organizations give us an opportunity to learn practical skills we can use in the future. These experiences gave us a wonderful chance to share our interests, and, best of all, to meet new friends.

1. The Foreign Language Club gathers for a picture during a field trip to Boston.
2. Katie Powers washes a car for her Sophomore year fundraiser.
4. Members of the band perform the "fight" song to encourage the Trojans on the field.
5. The chorus members sing their hearts out in Disney World.
6. Pam Rabouin, Tara Oliviera, and Meghan Connerty rest between runs down Coon Mountain.
7. Music students take time out for a picture before getting ready for a performance in Disney World.
Thank you, Ms. Christina Weston

The Class of 2000 enthusiastically dedicates the 2000 Unitas to a teacher whose service to the students of Bridgewater Raynham has gone above and beyond the call of duty.

Ms. Christina Weston has given unselfishly to the senior class, and is very well liked and respected by all. Ms. Weston has been extremely dedicated to the Class of 2000 since day one. From her flower sale Freshmen year to her Sophomore year car wash, she has always gone the extra mile for everything.

Ms. Weston is well known for her genuine care of the students and her great sense of humor. The junior prom was a rousing success along with this year’s semi-formal, thanks to the hard work of Ms. Weston. She always stays late at functions to clean up so the kids can go out and be together. For these reasons and many more, the class of 2000 would like to thank Ms. Weston, and wishes years of continued success in the future.

1. Mrs. Weston helps the senior class raise money by participating in our Sophomore year’s car wash.
2. Hard-working, energetic, caring, those are just a few of the personality traits that made Ms. Weston a perfect class advisor.
3. Friends Ms. Weston and Ms. Davis take a well earned break during the Senior Holiday Party.

The year 2000 marks Mr. Paul Urban’s last year as Athletic Director at Bridgewater-Raynham and over the past 23 years Mr. Urban has served as teacher, coach and Athletic Director here at the high school. During his tenure, Mr. Urban has been committed to helping all B-R student athletes pursue their dreams and maximize their potential on the field of competition as well as in life. Under Mr. Urban’s guidance, the athletic department has achieved 75 Old Colony League championships and numerous sportsmanship awards. His efforts are deeply appreciated and his leadership will be missed. We wish the best of luck to Mr. Urban in his future endeavors.

The graduating class of 2000, as well as all the students here at Bridgewater-Raynham, will never forget Mr. Nick Vardack. After twenty-five years as a guidance counselor here at the Regional, the easy-going, Mr. Vardack is retiring. The B-R students and faculty will never forget Mr. Vardack’s unique wardrobe of Oxford shirts and Birkenstock sandals. Mr. Vardack is an accomplished artist as well. His easygoing, friendly personality helped to make him a class act. We would like to thank Mr. Vardack for his many years of hard work, and wish him the best of luck in the future.
We are truly lucky, as teachers have given us a solid foundation for the future. They devote countless hours of their time during and after school to enlighten our minds and strengthen our spirits. Teachers inspire us to follow our dreams so that we may be successful adults in the real world. They offer us their dynamic talents and extensive knowledge to better us as individuals.

From Ms. Anania’s eagerness to teach us about Earth Science to Ms. Dumas’ encouraging us to explore the Spanish language, we can realize just how much they care for us by the tremendous effort they put towards us.

In looking both ways, it is not difficult for anyone to say that the teachers here at B-R are not only inspirational but also merit much respect and praise.
1. Ms. Castro works diligently on student eligibility forms.
2. Ms. LaFleur makes a “spesh-deal” with her period five geometry students.
3. Mr. Hyman keeps the band in tune.
4. Ian Curry practices his new Tae-Kwan-Do techniques on Mr. Lindskog.
5. Tony Burgess exclaims “Bonjour” to Mme. Oliver and “Hola” to Sra. Dumas.
6. Mr. Ferris wonder “Does this bag go with my shoes?”
7. Mr. Paré reinforces the idea that “everything is connected”.
8. Ms. McGuire helps Mike Berube understand the theme of a short story.
9. Ms. Foster helps Kristen Cataldo with her vocabulary work.
10. Trojan football fans Colleen Hennessey, Shannon Jackson, Melissa Venuti, Laurie Grublin, and Tara Kenney buy tickets from Ms. Murdoch and Mr. Cox.
11. Ms. Paterna and Ms. Dooley discuss the latest campaign news.
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1. Ms. Guilbault laughs heartily as her freshmen keyboarding class learns the basics of proper hand positioning.
2. Melissa Venuti and Maura O’Day help Ms. Kane take attendance in gym class.
3. A grimacing Ms. Casabian shows the importance of flexibility in fitness.
5. You had better have a pass when passing Ms. Vincent in the hallway...or Watch Out!

1. Ms. Carol Adams
2. Ms. Lee Berry
3. Mr. Robert Brogna
4. Ms. Marie Burke
5. Ms. Melissa Cardone
1. Student teacher Ms. Watson loves to help correct papers for Ms. Kinney.
2. Ms. Ferioli helps Brendan and Keith Gill do analogies in the reading lab.
3. An enthusiastic Ms. Cardone “does a little dance” as her students happily look on.
4. Good friends Ian Curry and Mr. Holmes show how much they really love gym!
5. Mr. Roza tells Dan Precourt and Jamie Chipman about the basics of US History.
1. Renee Benoit is amazed at how much she learns in chemistry with Ms. O'Donoghue.
2. With Mr. Folan watching carefully, Amanda Baker and Jill Dillido finish their density lab.
3. As always, a colorful Mr. Phaneuf watches his students diligently working on their art work.
5. BR’s cafeteria workers know how much we love our cheesy breadsticks.
1. In Spanish II, Ms. Dumas teaches about “El tiempo y las días”.
2. Mr. Porter loves to teach his students in the new Distance Learning Center.
3. Caught in the act, Mr. Peabody calls another student to his office for a little chat.
4. Mr. Morrison shows that he really does have the power to alter time.
5. Hard at work in the office, Ms. Brown keeps track of tardiness and absentees.
Mr. Edward Porter
Mr. John Powers
Ms. Kathleen Rahaman
Ms. Mary Ellen Sargent
Ms. Diane Scheffler
Ms. Linda Shadley
Ms. Brenda Shepard
Ms. Tammie Stone
Ms. Jane Svelnis
Ms. Kathleen Swann
Mr. Jeffrey Sylvia
Ms. Linda Ventura
Mr. Paul Vieira
Ms. Lisa White
Ms. Natalie Winsor
Adam Howe stops to smile with Mr. Lindskog.
After spending four glorious years at B-R we have grown both physically and mentally. Our school has become a place that is both wonderful and entertaining. Highlights of our week were eating chicken nuggets on Thursdays and going to dances on Friday nights. We will cherish the memories of our Semi-formals and miss hearing the bands performances at the football games. We will always look back at the friends we have made and the teachers we have tormented, B-R has become a place we have grown to love. Now we look to the future as we will graduate as the first class of the millenium, the Class of 2000.

1. Nicole Conlon intently works her math problems.
2. Drum Major Andrew Leahy enthusiastically directs the band in the bleachers at a Trojan football game.
3. Lou Orfanos and Jen Pohl come up with another creative excuse for Ms. Dooley.
4. Jeff Bachand yells, "Hey, guys, I've got the
answer!”, to puzzled Alyssa Asack and Adam Crossman.
5. Cara Sypher, Lisa Emery, Liesl Guasconi, and Tara Oliveira cut the softball team birthday cake as Coach Sylvia looks on.
7. Ryan Morin, Eric Mulholland, and Jeff Bachand try to keep warm before a cross-country meet.
8. Brian Berry gets ready to hit the slopes with the ski club.
9. At a surprise birthday party, Angela Fix, Leslie Miller, and Melanie Owens celebrate.
10. In Journalism, Matt Mantalos and Jon Hartford come up with yet another perfect caption for a yearbook photo.
Craig M. Arms
“Marty”
425 Pine Street (R)
TY, Mom + Dad; IWNF the GT + GF @ BR; Ten Yard Fight 10/17/99; All of the make it last shows; Stealth Missions 10/31/99 w/ the Corporation; 42 Crew; OK, Johnny; BMX @ Woodward; “Empty barrels make the most noise.”

Justin Agger
“Agger”
67 Atkinson Drive (B)
Class of 2000, we made it! GT + GF: C.R., B.K., T.A., M.W., J.K., R.G.; Chemistry + Corduroys! Gravity Games w/ MBF: C.R. (TY + GL); US1, Drafting with Moe, Drawing and Painting with Phaneuf; TY, Mom + Dad; IWNF all you have done for me.

Alyssa Asack
6 Brookside Drive (B)
VB 3-4 capt.; SB 1-4; Ski;
GT + GF; GW+ Fleet;
Proms; New Silver; Car attack; Miles; True; A.M., A.D., C.C., Ed; Cote; M.C., Biz + Gus; S.K., Lou; Yokes; Jay ILY always IWNF WTr ’98 + NH; TY, Fam + Morins; ILY, Mom + Dad + Jill, GL; IWNFY Ma.

Katherine Asiat
5 Tarkin Hill Lane (B)

Jason Balas
25 Carriage House Drive (B)

Steven T. Barnard
“Stevie, Starnard”
194 Laurel Street (B)
FB 1-4, Capt.; BBI 1-4; wiffle ball boys, YKWWYA; GT w/Kate, TY, IWNFY; Shania + Miller @ GW; GT + GF w/football guys; Rachel, you are the best + ILY; we will always be together; TY, B-R for the memories; Meghan ILY + keep in touch. TY, Mom + Dad.

Brooke E. Albert
“Brookie”
33 Lordan Road (R)
FH 1-2; GT+GF. YKWWYA; FL w/ M.O. + T.O., 1-2; JP/ SP ’99; GT @ M.V’s + Melos; Camp; Shania; Kate skip; MO + T.M., 2a.m.; NH w/ Jon; MBF, IVALY; R.B., IMY + IWNFY; T.O., TFE, ILY; Mcgraw; Bang; TY, Mom, Dad + Brett, ILY.
Brendon Barry 
66 Roberts Road (B) 
BBI 1-4; FB 1; NHS 3, 4; GT w/my boys: S. B., S. M., J. S., K. W., D. C., A. S., K. S., L. O., B. N., M. M.; The wall, 7/4/98+99 @ S. B.; DT: YKWYA, wiffle ball, cards, Mahan Nights, JK; Mom + Dad: TY + ILY; GL, Brett; Ooh, I'm a senior!

Allyson Battistini 
“Ally” 
347 Main Street (B) 
Soc 1-2; VB Capt 3-4; WT 1-4; Str 1-2; SC 4; 4sum; GT @ Millies; Girls' FB; Dave Matthews w/ A.B., A.R., + L.D.; The wall; NYE '99; Stowe W/L.G.; Ala; TY, J.S. MBF guy; GT w/ L.D.; GT w/ GF, IWMY + IWNFY; TY + ILY, Mom + Dad; GL, Mark.

Kristina M. Beals 
“Bealsy” 
15 Amherst Avenue (B) 
GT w/GF: YKWYA; Pokes; My house 6/98; '97 Semi; Lou #1; Wall; Milly's; 4sum; P-Town + M.V.; W. House; Aruba w/Ang; S.M., Blind; J.S., You wish; Summer '99; MBFS, S.J., K.P., L.D., A.R., C.C., IWMY; GL, Chip + D.M.; TY, Mom + Dad.

Nathaniel Begley 
“Nat” 
1490 High Street (B) 
Weight Lifting 2-4; North River Collaborative 3-4; Meals on Wheels 3; South Shore Hospital 4; IWNFGT + GF at B-R; thanks for everything Mom + Dad, ILY.

Joshua Bascon 
437 North Street (B) 
FB 1-4; BB 1, 2, 4; SB Champs, JV Superstars #7, Fab 4, Elite 3, C.E., C.C., R.M., J.B.; ILY, A.P., R.B. forever; chillin'; IWNFY, A.P. GL to Pete; ILY, Mom, Dad, + rest of family and friends, I love you all, peace, out, B-R.

Kathleen M. Beals 
“Katie” 
234 Whitman Street (B) 

Marc Beaudoin 
166 Eleanor Road (R) 
Baseball 1-4; Ski 1-4; skating and snowboarding w/ the SBP; River Rave '99 w/ M.K. and S.M.; Friday night w/ the Crew; Phish '99; GL to all in the crew; Thanks, Mom + Dad, ILY. Wish me Luck, I'm on my way...
Michael Benna  
90 Pine Ridge Drive (B)

Paul Bernier  
330 Grange Park (B)

Brian Berry  
141 Wilbur Street (R)
GT w/ GF; SBowl; eagle head; nuggety; Cape Cod; mermaids; Daytona; Summers @ Byrons; "You don't want any?" "At least I'm goin' somewhere in life."; Irish Pride; Knock on Wood; T.O., IWNF; R.B., ILY; Mom + Dad, Katie + Taryn, ILY.

Justin R. Bettencourt  
"Betta"  
205 Michael Road (R)
FB 1-4; BBl 1+ 3; Chips + Dips; Homework w/ P.Y.; IWNF Chucks; IWNF GT w/K.L., B.M., S.C., + Smit; IWNF Ryan; ILY, and we all miss you; NYE Montreal w/friends; GL, J.B.; IWNFY Sue; TY, Mom, John, Dad + Kath.

Melissa Biltcliffe  
420 Spruce Street (B)

Sara Bissonnette  
"Biz"  
100 Brookside Drive (B)
FH 1-2, WTr 1-4, Str 1-4 OCL Champs 98-99; PCC; Semi @ S.J.; M.V.; Mixfest; JP @ K.P., SP; GT + GF; A.A., L.G., A.B., T.P., T.M., + YKWYA; Tr bus talks; HMUN-Score! HP-freaks; NYE @ K.C.; TY, Dad, Mom, Sami + GL, Bryan.

Shahria Helena Boston  
"Sha, Sha-Sha"  
50 Katie Court (B)

Tristan Bowman  
"Triskit.Slim"  
78 Hammond Street (B)
Eric Bradbury
93 Off Comfort Street (B)

Sheri L. Bradford
383 Hall Street (R)
Wtr 1-2; SB 1; NHS; GT w/ GF; YKWYA; concerts; R. M. w/Jess + Cara; chicken nova; Jess 12/4: girls nights; suavis; TY Mom, Dad, Heather + Rob; GL, Seth, Kristen, Kandace.

Tara Leigh Bradshaw
“TB”
25 King Street (R)

Adam Brasill
265 Hayward Street (B)

Melissa Brassil
249 Laurel Street (B)
CG 1-4; US1 3+4; MU 2-3; Band 4; NHS 3+4; PL 2-4; GT+GF: S.T., C.F., J.P., S.T., J.L., J.S., M.W., S.P., S.C.; K.B. IWNFY; Disney W/Band + TJ2; The Grind + Boston W/J.P.; NJ rm 469 YKWYA; GL, everyone, TY.

Luke Brassard

Anne Broadbent
“Annie”
327 High Street (B)
Soc + WTr Capt; StTr 1-2; GL Soc girls; OCL Champs; POPTOPS; Car war: 10/31/98; Shania; DMX; Girls FB; after prom ’99; GT w/ GF; YKWYA; Ala IWNFY; C. C., P. B.; Scoot #2; The Snow; Adam, I love you, It’s destiny! TY, Mom, Dad, Will.

Maria Breau
15 Nicholas Road (R)
Nicole Broide
575 Curve Street (B)

Cory Buckley
105 Spruce Street (B)
WTr + STr 1-4; O.C.L. Champs; Soc + VB; IWNF MBF Ash + Anne - count on me; Cory, I’m cold; Lem + Mel; do you love me? DMX Concert; Junior Prom; Smitty, trouble up hill; GT down cape; Em, pep talks; TY, Mom + Dad I LY; GL, Kyle + Ryan.

Janie Bullard
Auburn Street (B)

Ed Callahan
570 Plymouth Street (B)
“If I leave here tomorrow will you still remember me? I must be traveling on now because there are too many things that I have to see.” “You may lose or you may win but you will never be here again.”

David Buckley
“Buck”
145 Elm Street East (R)
Soc 1-4; OCL Champions! Flo it up S.M., G.H., M.S.; Paintball field outback w/ S.K., S.N.; Friendly’s run; To all of my friends YKWYA, IWNFY; Catch ya later, Mr. P., Mrs. B.; thanks, Mom, and Dad for everything. GL, little bro.

Anthony Burgess
54 Shady Lane (R)
Je pense, donc je suis... TY, Ms. McGuire, Mme. Oliver + the Foreign Language Dept.; Je ne regrette rien...

Nicole Broide
575 Curve Street (B)

Jaime Brown
“Jaime Lee”
338 Pine Street (B)
“I always knew when I looked back on the times I cried I’d laugh but I didn’t know when I looked back on the times I laughed I’d cry.” GT + GF; H.C., C.D., N.L., C.M., J.L., IWNFY! GL, H.C. + C.M. I love you, Chris! Thanks, Mom + Dad!

Janie Bullard
Auburn Street (B)

Ed Callahan
570 Plymouth Street (B)
“If I leave here tomorrow will you still remember me? I must be traveling on now because there are too many things that I have to see.” “You may lose or you may win but you will never be here again.”

Jaime Brown
“Jaime Lee”
338 Pine Street (B)
“I always knew when I looked back on the times I cried I’d laugh but I didn’t know when I looked back on the times I laughed I’d cry.” GT + GF; H.C., C.D., N.L., C.M., J.L., IWNFY! GL, H.C. + C.M. I love you, Chris! Thanks, Mom + Dad!

Janie Bullard
Auburn Street (B)

Ed Callahan
570 Plymouth Street (B)
“If I leave here tomorrow will you still remember me? I must be traveling on now because there are too many things that I have to see.” “You may lose or you may win but you will never be here again.”

Jaime Brown
“Jaime Lee”
338 Pine Street (B)
“I always knew when I looked back on the times I cried I’d laugh but I didn’t know when I looked back on the times I laughed I’d cry.” GT + GF; H.C., C.D., N.L., C.M., J.L., IWNFY! GL, H.C. + C.M. I love you, Chris! Thanks, Mom + Dad!
I've punished myself for what you've done to me. This pain in my stomach is burning in my gut, all because I couldn't keep my mouth shut.

Edward Casabian

"Ed"

193 South Drive (B)

FB 1-4; BB 1-4; Ten 1-4 Capt.; Fleet + Super Bowl; GT+ GF: YKWA; S.W., S.M., Alys, C.C.; Canoe w/ M.V. + C.H.; Skiing @ Mo's; N.H. w/ Goma, Jay, Scoot, Pete; NYE @ Venuts: Chatham; Cheryl, ILY + IWFNY; TY, ILY Mom, Dad + Mary.

Shane Carney

58 Elizabeth Drive (R)

Lisa Carrozza

"Carrozza, Caroz"

91 North Street (B)

FH 1-4 Why Crane? SB 1-4; GT + GF; YKWA; FH Camp; E. J. + the gang; Goya Prom! Rob Who? NC w/E. S.; Trucchis; Boston; Peabs FF; Fix Frogs; OCL w/ Rev. Bob; Latin Scholars; ILY, Mom + Dad; GL, Jason; I miss you, Katie; Rest in peace.

JASON CARD

"Chief"

35 Carriage House Dr. (B)

1 Wr, 1 Bbl, GL, to J. C., E. C., M. C., K. T. + C. L; B-R grounds-crew; Maxima, Sunbird, + Galant; Right Men? TY, everyone who has been there for me; Last but not least, J.M.J. 4/16/99, ILY + IWFNY.

Chris Cautillo

55 Wildwood Place (B)

"I've punished myself for what you've done to me. This pain in my stomach is burning in my gut, all because I couldn't keep my mouth shut.

Adriana Carnali

Derek Chaffee

10 Sharon Court (B)

Hoc 1-4 + Capt.; BBL 1-4; A.D., ILY + TY; The Barn; The Wall; Beach; B.N.; House twice; IWFNY: 12/6/97 YKWA; wiffle ball; MFB, K.W., B.N., M.M., O.T., A.S., J.S., S.M., S.B., K.S., B.B., A.H.; Whatever, we don't even care; Gram's; Mom + Dad.

Kristin Cataldo

Summerfield Drive (R)
Daniel Chambagne
26 Appleblossom Lane (R)

Thelton Chamberlain
"T.J."
191 Robinson Street (R)

Crystal Charest
(R)
GT + GF SB Fresh Yr.; to all my my peeps, N.R., Peabs, A.P., E.F., C.L., S.R., S.G. GL w/ your baby, J.O., N.H., My + Ty, + everyone else YKWYA; TJL, IWNFY! N.R. you and me kid; Ms. G + Ms. B thanks for every-thing; Mom ILY + you’re MBF.

Ahmed Chaudhary
15 Redwing Drive (B)

Jeffery Chaves
"Jeff"
80 Greenbriar Lane (B)
GL, to the whole senior class. + remember we are leaving BR but we will always have the memories in our hearts. I know I will! TY, J.B., C.F., MBF: E.C., G.H., + to a special person YKWYA; J.O., IWNFY. R.B.

Christopher Chiappini

Karen Anne Chouinard
"Schwinn"
589 Vernon Street (B)
Soc 1-4; OCL champs ’99; WR 3+4; GT w/ GF: YKWYA; soccer talks; after N’SYNC, JP, tents; Car Wars; M.C., 1-12; concerts @ GW; Bay States; 20-20; MB’99; GL to MFG A.B., L.D., A.R., M.C.; IWMY; TY, Holmesy; TY, Mom + Dad, ILY; GL J.D., TY.

Robert Chambers
214 Walnut Street (B)
Eric Cifuni
“Rick”
35 Bayberry Circle (B)
GL, to MBF K. T., J. C., J. C., J. A. T., B. W., GL to
the rest of the senior class; I hope everyone succeeds
in life; I love you guys; I will always remember all of you.
You betta believe it.

Michael A. Cifuni
“Swirly”
35 Bayberry Circle (B)
Swirley 3:16; IWNF my 1st
Toyota Truck; IWNF JP;
ILY, Mom; IWNF going
offroad; D.O. B 11/12/81;
IWNF the good times w/my
friends; Class of 2000
rocks; My friends are the
best friends.

Bradley A. Clark
“Brad, Blad”
48 River Brook Drive (R)
Band 1-4; Chorus 1-4; MB 1-4;
DM 3+4; PB 1+2; Mu 3+4;
Florida ’95 + ’99! To all my
friends YKWYA; GT + GF;
IWNF all the fun times we’ve
had! Follow your heart and fol-
low your dreams. Keep the
music in your heart alive. ILYA!
BAC ’00.

Corinne P. Clifford
160 Comfort St. (B)
VT + Str Capt; Soc; MBF:
M.V., Col, Alyx, Ang, Kate,
Lou, Ed, Jay; Car War;
PTown; GT @ L.D.’s;
NSyncw/M.V.+Col; Milly’s;
New Silver; M.C., Mary; 6/
23; Boots; Cath- Head;
A.B.-P.B.; Yolks! TY, Mom,
Dan, Dad; Meg ILY; GL, 
Morg.

Catherine Cobbett
511 Bridge Street (B)

Heather Coelho
“Heath, Ellie”
140 Bradley Lane (B)
Str 1,2,4; GT+GF: C.M.,
J.B., C.D., N.N., M.S., K.C.,
T.B., E.W.; Bowling w/the
crew! N.N.; IWNF Gibby
Gibby; GL, J.B. w/C.D.; To
MBF: Chris, I love you w/ all
my heart! GL, K.C. + T.B.,
TY for always being there!
TY, Mom+ Dad, ILY!

Richard Coleman
“Ricky”
464 Britton Street (R)
The crew; Summer @
Pfiled; UGE; Ahwell; Active
license; wow it’s finally over;
Bumpin’ in the Beretta;
Ginsu; Big hole; BR IWWY;
Jigga; Bbass cube! GT +
GF; Canada; Mom + Dave
TY, + ILY!

Corrina Collin
“Corrie”
49 Orange Street (B)
“I can do ot!”
“Yes, Corrie, you can do
art.”
Mrs. Kinney is a Math Lord.
Kathleen Elizabeth Collins  
"Katie"  
19 Mark Drive (R)  
GT + GF: YKWYA; Racing w/ Dad + Crew; MBF - Katie B., ILY + TY for the GT + GL; S.B. IWNFY + ILY; B.A. skip; New Hampshire, M.O. + M.C.; TY, B.B., S.M., T.M., + J.L.; R.B. IWNFY; TY, Mom, Dad, Tracy, Dan + Ken, ILY.

Stephen Conley  
20 Redwing Dr. (B)  

Nicole Conlon  
74 Cresent Crive (B)

Matthew Connors  
"Matt"  
15 Brookside Drive (B)  
Ski 1-4; Student Government Day 3; GT + GF: P.K. + A.K.; Papa Gino's w/P.K., L.A., K.T. + R.C.; TY, Jack Hobson, Mr. Pare, + Mr. Peabody; Cape Cod w/GF; TY + ILY, Mom + Dad; GL, Jon.

Joanna Conroy  
85 Bridle Road (B)

Kaitlyn M. Copp  
"Copper, Smait"  
515 Hall Street (R)  
FH 1-4; Fatties! WTr 1-3; SADD; GT + GF; C.D., the phone is ringing! Lyz - Hungry? Jenga, Riversidel, IWMY Bob, C.Y., + K.H.; IWNFY Jlf w/ MBF C.D. + L.C.; ILY + WNFY NH w/C.H.; IWNFY C.P.; ILY + TY, Mom + Dad, Rich + Clapp's! GL, M.C. + A.C.

Edmund Correia  
64 Center Street (R)

William P. Costa  
"Bill"  
33 Ramshead Road (R)  
"I shall miss these things When it all rolls by, What a day, Wanna stay, stay, stay, stay for a while" -Dave Matthews, GT—ski; hack'n'; NYE2K; smash trash, 21 w/M. S.; REM w/K. H.; Shredn R. D.; E. M. = $50; pot holes- VT; Kayla, IWNFY.
Cheryl L. Cote  
“Bubbles”  
49 Lester Road (R)  
E.R. @ Mo’s; Capt. XC, WTr, Sr; All by myself w/L.R., P.C., K.C.; IWNF NYE @ M.V.; IWNF MBF’s Gus, GMC, A.A., and K.B.; FB games; coloring maps w/CC; Mol Dawg, IWNFY; Storm; Ed, ILY + IWNFY 09/22/97 GL; TY, Mom, Dad, Jen + Dan.

Elizabeth Courcy  
“Liz”  
501 Judson Street (R)  
CC; WTr; SB; SADD; Miss Drafting; Druid; ILY, Pat!! IWMY Monkey; GL, D. Boys; ILY K. C. + C. D MBF; ILY C. Y., K. H., + B. M!! IWNF Cookies; Jenga; PCC; N. H.; GL, R. M.+ B. C.; TY, Mom, Dad, Jen, + Lou! Stay Crazy, Moe! GL 2000!

Dan Covell  
“Ovell”  
570 Oak St. (B)  
GT+ GF w/R.S., B.F., J.P., C.J., M.M., B.F., J.W., S.C., S.O., J.M. + K.G.; The train w/the boys; Chill at Ahmans, Vernons, Titicut, Sully’s; Power Hour w/ Mungs; Good Luck to all the boys.

Adam W. Crossman  
“Willis”  
200 Carl Road (R)  
FB1-4; BB1-4 Capt.; GT+GF J.M., S.K., B.B., D.G., J.L., O.T., Ed + the rest, YKWYA; Superbowl Dec. ’99; Block Island w/J.M.; GW w/ S.K. + B.B.; GT w/M.C. + C.S.; Fun @ 114 w/ B.N.; Anne, ILY + IWNFY; I miss you, R.B.; TY, Mom + Dad; GL, N. and D.

Shelley Cuellar  
“Shell”  
1-1 Meadow Lane (B)  
CL1-4; Str1-2; JP w/T.L. @ K.P.; N’sync @ GW; Millys; talent show #1; Where my girls at: N.N., A.S., E.P., + C.D; GT GF; YKWYA; J.L.’s house w/ C.F.; IMY, N.M.; MBF J.R.; TY + ILY, Mom + Dad; ILY + GL, Melissa and Jen; GL, Mija.

Melissa Curry  
555 Pine Street (B)

Lori Ann Cyr  
“Lau”  
90 College Road (B)  
Soc Capt. + OCL; GL, Girls; 88 Capt. OCL; GT + GF; 7/4/99; Martha’s V. ’98; car war; 0/31/98; Semi @ S.J.’s; Shania; 7/24; K.B.’s-Milly’s; JP @ K.P.’s; BCH ride; NYE; too many w/ M.O.; Free w/Goy; M.C. Bad Vacation; Girls FB; winie; TY, Mom + Dad, M + K.

Ariana D’Souza  
“Ana”  
43 Atkinson Drive (B)  
CI1-4; GT+GF; YKWYA/MBF’s M.O., A.A., + C.F.; GT in NH w/M.O.; Shamu; Shania; Papa Gino’s w/C.F.; Cheerleading nights; Rain-dance w/ T.M.; Milly’s; Sherry’s; Beach; TY, D.C. ILY; You complete me; TY, Mom + Dad + Family, ILY; GL, I.G. + K.A.
Danielle Dangoia  
"Goya"  
105 Jennifer Circle (B)  
FH 1-4 Capt. "fatties"; SB 1-4 Capt.; BB 1-4 OCL Champs 3; #35; Class President 4; GF + GT; NYE 97-00; Smit, 4th floor + Bay State Games; L.C. Prom? IWNF tests; TY, T.B.; Maryland w/ Hall; Lau, Free stuff; IWNFY J.Y.; TY, Mom + Dad; GL, Mike + Brian.

Jennifer Circle  
(FH)  
Capt. "fatties" - SB 1-4; BB 1-4 OCL Champs 3; #35; Class President 4; GF + GT; NYE 97-00; Smit, 4th floor + Bay State Games; L.C. Prom? IWNF tests; TY, T.B.; Maryland w/ Hall; Lau, Free stuff; IWNFY J.Y.; TY, Mom + Dad; GL, Mike + Brian.

Richard A. Dilkey  
"Rich"  
1540 Broadway (R)  
Bye, B-R! This time it's for real, 3 strikes + I'm out of here! TY, Mr. Brogna, Ms. Mazzone, Mrs. Winsor + to all my other teachers.

Tara DiGiovine  
100 Pleasant Street (B)  

Jeremy Domingo  
36 Saddle Drive (B)  

Colleen Doherty  
"Coll"  
197 Park Avenue (B)  
STr1-4; CL1-2; FH2; NHS; Junior Miss; GT w/ GF; YKWYA; Camping; summer '99; NYE '98; The Dew w/ Ash; MBF's, A.M., S.C., M.C., K.G., ILY guys; R.I.P. R.B.; IWNFY Bry, always in my heart; TY + ILY Mom + Dad; GL, Danny + Stevie.

Jeremy Davis  

Adryon Domenico  
211 Cherry Street (B)  

James Davidson  
386 Hall Street (R)
Sean Donahue
50 Holly Lane (B)

Ryan Dooley
“Dools”
41 Mill Street (R)
Wtr 1-4; BBI 1-4; FB 1-4; Ski 1-4 w/MBF M.K., B.C., S.S.; US1, 2; enforcers; Dr 3-4; JP @ S.K.; GT + GF @ Sharon; K.G. + C.S. Goobers; GT @ BSC + E. M. w/A.M.; GT w/ B.M. + C.Y. in P.O.T; TY Mom + Dad + MBF.

Lori Doris
50 Glenmore Lane (B)
WTr + Str 1-4; VB 3 + 4 Capt.; GT w/ GF; Winter House; Milly’s; Province-town; Bean; IWNF Alta; I.O.; MBF’s K.P., A.R., K.B., S.J., C.C.; IWMY; Girls FB; Venutes; work w/ K.C.; GT w/ A.B.; 3GQ; J.S. I did it; TY, Dad + Mom; GL, C.D. + B.D.

Cailin M. Doody
“Doody”
57 Anthony Rd. (R)
CC 1 + 2; SADD 2 + 4; GT w/ GF, K.C., L.C., C.H. + NH; K.C., The Phone is ringing! K.A., my accident; C.L., DIVA!; IWNF Tina @ GW; K.C., the moose glass; L.C., K.C., the Jif Walk; MBF K.C. + L.C., IWFNY, LY, GL; Sis, You are my angel; TY, ILY, GL

Lindsay Dowling
35 Driftwood Drive (B)

Charles Elfman
"Charlie"
60 Sarah Drive (B)
FB 1-4; WR 2-3; T.N.T. w/64 -62; GT w/ R.M. + J.N.; GL. Teresa, Thanks, Mom + Dad.

Jennifer Marie Ellis
“Jenn, Blonde”
464 Britton Street (R)
Already our time is here! In my heart I will hold the memories. To my family ILY + TY. To MBF A.C., ILY + IWFNY the fun we had. To Bruce, ILY w/ all my heart. IWNF Zachy, ILY my son. TY, to E.M., T.D., + J.M. for being there.
Jillian Emery
“Jill”
400 North Main Street (R)
TY, Mom, Michael + Meredith ILY; GT + GF @ P.M. house playing monopoly; scoo, scoo, prairie, IWFNY; MBF A.P. + M.P. ILY; L.N. IWMY; T.J. ILY, IWFNY; A.P., M.P. you are my sister; GL, everyone, IWMY.

Jessica Lee Fama
“Jes”
50 Stephanie Lane (B)
TY, Mom + Dad ILY; ILY Sue; GL, MFB’s YKWA + IWFNY; Jen, TY+ILY; NYE@J.K.; 2 wks @ M.K.; Fires ’97+ on; KoRn concerts, on the big screen; Jarrod, then, now, and always ILY + will forever be yours; 11/11/99; everything’s divine.

Christina Fedele
42 Bridge Street (R)

John G. Ferreira
36 Nottingham Drive (R)
I thank all my friends for a wonderful four years. My only hope is that when you people remember me you have a smirk or smile on your face. Dan Z., get away from me! US First Rules! Bye!

Erica L. Finley
“E”
85 Jennifer Circle (B)
MBF J.M., Aerosmith; N.M. dance; E.P., cherry street; S. R., Main Street; S. L., Boom + GW; C. C., Spotlight; T. C., “E”; A.R., Childhood; K.H., Jeremy’s; TY, Ms. Mazzone; ILY, Mom + Sis; IWFNY, Dad; GL, Class of ’00.

Lisa Emery
662 Church Street (R)
Class of 2000; GT + GF; GL to everyone; SB w/ Ms. Sylvia+ Mr. L; Drivin’ w/ E.H.; Pole! Crash!!! Math Class w/K.J., M.R., D.W., J.D., + J.W.; J.A. Midget in F.R.; A.B. IWFNY; IWNF the Class of 2000!!
Angela R. Fix
"Ange"
40 Overlook Drive (R)
Soc 1-3, Bbl 1-4, Sb 1-4, VB 4; GT w/GF, YKWA; L. M. BF forever; A. D. "gym" IWMY; NYE w/L. C., D. D., T. B.; Lisa, frogs; Shania; DMX w/Mel; P. K. Church; Had, FL, Debbie + Braintree, IWFNY; IWMY A+K; ILY + TY, Mom + Dad; GL, Pat + Jessie.

Scott Francoeur
45 Ashtead Road (B)
"Freedom of thought is all that I’ve got its the one thing I own and it can’t be bought" - Bill Toxic; "People are like horses who are well bred beauty in the flesh but empty in the head" - Mark Noah; Yeah, AC, Baby, Yeah, AC.

Staci Lynne Freedman
300 Hill Street (R)
GYM 1-4; capt 4; GT w/GF summer '99; Stack-Eye, TY, K.W.; wall w/ A.S., K.W., J.S., S.M., B.B., D.C.; Aaron, ILY, IWFNY, 11/6/98, IWMY next year; MBF A.D., IWFNY; Dad, ILY, IMY, 9/23/98, IWMY; TY, Mom + Amy, ILY.

Lindsay Florio
99 Atkinson Drive (B)

Cathryn Fraser
“Cathy, Frase”
50 Forest Drive (B)
STr; allstar; GT-GF YKWA; NYE @ S.R.; NSYNC; No L.C.’s; 6/23; GT @ Venut’s 7/4/99 w/M.C.+L.C.; JP w/J.L.; C.C. head; pool; A.M. video; 7/24/98; J5; hunnys; 70’s; Bean; A.D. MBF-ILY; Milly’s; TY, Mom + Dad + my sisters.

Katelyn Gale
480 Heyward Street (B)

Mark Frias
130 College Road (B)

Jennifer Gasse
“Jenn”
28 Water Street (B)
GT w/GF; IWFNY 7/4/99 w/ J.O. + J.B.; J.B., where are your keys? Summer ’95; miss you, K.H.; pointless conversations w/ C.H.; J.H., stay out of trouble; IWFNY, Mike; GL, J.G.; TY, Mom + Dad; TY + ILY, Zack; ILY, M.D.
Andrew Georgantas
“Andy”
1163 Summer Street (B)
“ Don’t walk in front of me, I may not follow. Don’t walk behind me, I may not lead. Walk beside me and be my friend.”
“If the kids are united, they will never be divided.” Sham; H.G., K.K., T.B., T.P., J.S., M.G., AC.

Brendan Gill
70 Maura Drive (B)
BB 1-4; South Sectional Champs; 2 X OCL Champs, Capt.; Soc 1-4, OCL Champs, All-Star; Playing in The Fleet Center; Robi steals eagle head; Camping w/ Nuggety All-Stars; ILY Irene, -Jess, Jen, Ca, + Ney; TY, Mom + Dad; IWNFY, R.B.

Keith Thomas Gill
70 Maura Drive (B)
BB 1-4; Soc 1-4; TTC nice try FHI OCL South Sec. Champs; Going out to nuggety w/All-Stars; Robi steals eagle head; OCL Soc Champs; South Sec. Finalist: MBFs, YKWYA; TY, Mom + Dad + Jess; GL, Irene, Greg, IWNFY, R. B.

Emily German
92 Spruce Street (B)

Michael Gillis
120 Vernon Street (B)

Rachel Goldberg
254 Park Avenue (B)
“The moon hung brighter when we were young, our hearts had dreams to lend.”
IMY, Jean; Newbury on a Thursday! C’est ça; Catie, wring way! I. S. + C.M., wanna go to Billiards? M.<... let’s make stir fry; TY, Mom + Dad, I love you!

David Gomes
“Gomesy, Goma”
1553 Broadway (R)
FB 1-4; Capt. Super Bowl Champs; GT @ GAP; GT+GF YNWA; Scoots prob.; GT @ millys; JP; NH @ P.Y.; Venutes; CC @ E.C.; NYE @ Anges; Rave w. MBF; Diner w/ team; Sun. w/ O.T., J.B.; Ang ILY; Ryan IWNFY; TY, Mom, Dad, Jeff, Bri ILY.

Jared Grace
Liesl Guasconi  
“Lees, Gus” 
183 Union St. (B) 
FH 1-4; WTr 2-4; SB 1-3; Str 1; GT + GF; A.B., S.B., A.A., K.C., M.C., + MBF’s C.C. + C.F.; MBF Josh, Mualu-Fe; WMY Shell; GL, C.Y.; Stars w/ Aele; 7/30/98; ILY, Timmy; WNF Buncy’s, Stowe, BSC 99; TY, Mom + Dad, GL, Layne - Dean, ILY.

Michael Graham 
100 Main Street (B)

Sara Grein 
30 Jillians Way (B) 
GT + GF; 8-28-99; Klana, Mommy loves you; Mike Benoit 7-1-98, IWNFY, ILY; Shania Concert w/ L.N. + A.W.; Good Luck Steph + Mike, best wishes; thank you, Mom, Dad, Pat, Bob, + Lynne; Rob, thank you for the greatest gift, IWNFY

Erin Harding 
196 Tearall Road (R) 
MBFK C + A.M. ILY! IWNF all GT w/K.C. + K.M. You two always made me laugh; Town w/K.L + C.D.; JP + NYE, SB + BB will never die! L.E. hey, BB won’t be stopped by a pole! SB 1-3; Mom, TY, ILY; GL, K.M. + A.M.; ILY, J.M. IWNFY.

Jonathan D. Hartford 
35 Christina Drive (B) 
STR 1-4, Cpt.; FB 1-4; "Can’t this wait till I’m old, can’t I live while I’m young?" - Phish; Cards w/M.K. + Newman; Late Hits w/ 59; Dylan w/ Matty; Phishin’ 99; IWNFY trock; TY, A.M. IWNFY or J.P.; TY, Mom + Dad, Ur Unreal ILY; GL, Greg + Meg; "Nothin left to do but smile, smile, smile."

Kevin Healey 
69 Edward Road (R)

Sara Grein 
30 Jillians Way (B) 
GT + GF; 8-28-99; Klana, Mommy loves you; Mike Benoit 7-1-98, IWNFY, ILY; Shania Concert w/ L.N. + A.W.; Good Luck Steph + Mike, best wishes; thank you, Mom, Dad, Pat, Bob, + Lynne; Rob, thank you for the greatest gift, IWNFY

Erin Harding 
196 Tearall Road (R) 
MBFK C + A.M. ILY! IWNF all GT w/K.C. + K.M. You two always made me laugh; Town w/K.L + C.D.; JP + NYE, SB + BB will never die! L.E. hey, BB won’t be stopped by a pole! SB 1-3; Mom, TY, ILY; GL, K.M. + A.M.; ILY, J.M. IWNFY.

Jonathan D. Hartford 
35 Christina Drive (B) 
STR 1-4, Cpt.; FB 1-4; "Can’t this wait till I’m old, can’t I live while I’m young?" - Phish; Cards w/M.K. + Newman; Late Hits w/ 59; Dylan w/ Matty; Phishin’ 99; IWNFY trock; TY, A.M. IWNFY or J.P.; TY, Mom + Dad, Ur Unreal ILY; GL, Greg + Meg; "Nothin left to do but smile, smile, smile."

Kevin Healey 
69 Edward Road (R)

Sara Grein 
30 Jillians Way (B) 
GT + GF; 8-28-99; Klana, Mommy loves you; Mike Benoit 7-1-98, IWNFY, ILY; Shania Concert w/ L.N. + A.W.; Good Luck Steph + Mike, best wishes; thank you, Mom, Dad, Pat, Bob, + Lynne; Rob, thank you for the greatest gift, IWNFY

Jonathan D. Hartford 
35 Christina Drive (B) 
STR 1-4, Cpt.; FB 1-4; "Can’t this wait till I’m old, can’t I live while I’m young?" - Phish; Cards w/M.K. + Newman; Late Hits w/ 59; Dylan w/ Matty; Phishin’ 99; IWNFY trock; TY, A.M. IWNFY or J.P.; TY, Mom + Dad, Ur Unreal ILY; GL, Greg + Meg; "Nothin left to do but smile, smile, smile."

Kevin Healey 
69 Edward Road (R)
Nina Henderson  
"Queen Diva"  
57 Flagg Street (B)  
To all my friends in Hartford, I love you; Stay beautiful, Shahria, Jen; Kenny, stay with me forever, ILY; Siobhan, ILY for keeping it real, MBF IWMY; N., be good! My + Ty, GL; Kathy + Mike + Sandra, ILY; True Diva!

Stephen Hegarty  
20 Strawberry Lane (B)  
CC 3-4; WTr 1-4; Sr 1; NHS, WAC4; FLC 1-3; Ski 1-4; Beach w/ E.M., T.W.; Boston w/ E.M., L.C., A.C., + J.N.; Newport S.D. + R.D.; AOL w/ J.B.; P.C.C. w/L.C. + K.C.; HMUN w/C.c., T.M., S.B., M.B., J.C., S.K., S.H., + K.M.

Colleen Hennessey  
195 Boxwood Lane (B)

Kevin Herrett  
118 Titicut Road (R)  
BB 3-4; GT + GF B. M., C. Y., L. C., K. C., J. C., E. C., K. T., J. C., G. H.; You guys are the best! Good luck in the future. Truly great friends are hard to find, difficult to leave, and impossible to forget; TY, Mom, Dad. + Kelly =)

Keith A. Hendershot  
22 Tony Terrace (B)  
"If something is wild to your own heart, protect it, preserve it, love it, fight for it, and dedicate yourself to it. It doesn't matter if it's wild to anyone else. If it makes your heart sing then focus on it." - Rick Bass

Sarah E. Hooper  
"Hoopa"  
40 Pine Ridge Drive (B)  
FH 1-2; Mu 1-4; MWA 4; FLC 2-3; Ski 1-4; SADD 3-4; Jr. Miss; GT w/Jo, Nic, Kate, Sa; Cape; Daily Grind; DM; Stone Forge w/A L.; FH camp w/Erin; NSYNC + dance - Lu; proms w/ Jay; FL w/Jo + Kate; Nic- the other eg: GL, Lu; TY + ILY, Mom + Dad.

Colleen Hennessey  
195 Boxwood Lane (B)

Sean Hetherington  
225 Cynthia Drive (R)

Carolyn Horsem an  
1061 Locust Street (R)  
GT + GF w/C. P., P. M., C. L., T. R., L. C., M. P. A. P., K. C., C. D., J. E., R. D.; GT VB Capt.; IWNF NJ; Pat's House; Monopoly; Fatty; Scoo; I have an idea! YKWWA S. C.; GL, in HS Derek; TY, Dad, Derek + Papp's; IWMY.
Adam Howe
99 Ruth Ellen Road (R)
GT + GF: YKWYA; CTs w/ Eric, Jess, Bre, Hools, Wisk, + Shep; GT at Leah's; Stoughton; New Year's Eve w/ Jess, Eric, Liz, + Adam; Eric 8/22/97

David Hubble
"Dave"
60 Spruce Street (B)
Troop 35; camping; Mount Washington; rafting; Eagle; New Year's Eve; fishing; farms; student gov. day; MBF: K.B., M.O., E.B., M.B., L.J.; Carwars; Mike's; famous hub cap; D.H. + J.O.; shopping; TY, Mom, Dad, Laurie, Grandma + Grandpa.

Kara Marie Humphreys
197 Cross Street (B)
GT + GF: YKWYA; CTs w/ Eric, Jess, Bre, Hools, Wisk, + Shep; GT at Leah's; Stoughton; New Year's Eve w/ Jess, Eric, Liz, + Adam; Eric 8/22/97

Gregory Hylander
85 Appletree Circle (B)

Chris Jackson
"Skip Jr."
360 Grange Park (B)

Keith Jackson
40 Heather Hills Drive (B)

Shannon Jackson
20 Tami Court (B)

Mike Jacobs
"Uge"
110 Laurie Lane (R)
Jeffrey A. Jannicki
140 Orchard Street (R)

Jessica T. Julius
“J. J., JoJo, Jess”
84 Sully Road (R)
CL 2-4; SB 1-3; NHS; GT w/ S. B., C. S., T. W; 10/10/98 w/N. N., A. S.; Chicken Nova; R. M.; 8/6/99 IWNFY; Jose + Mike; concerts; MB; 12/4/97 finally; FB w/Dad; Woods; Thanks, Mom, Dad, Auntie, Tracey; GL, Jackie; ILY guys! Suavis!

Laura Elizabeth Karns
“Lau, Karnsy, Lu”
390 S. Main Street (R)
CC, WTr, Str, 1-4, Capt.; Pres. of FIOTM; Hoc + Soc games; NY + NJ w/Ry; Camp-outs; Summer ’99, Girls day @ Horseneck w/Pam, Chick + Mol; Cote “all by myself?”; Mom, Dad, Pete + Jay, TY for always being there, ILY.

Sarah B. Kelley
“Sa, Kel”
85 Forest Drive (B)
FH 1 + 2; VB 3 + 4; MV 2 -4; WAC: Boston! GT + GF w/ Sa, Kate, Nik, + Jo: Fab 5; After JP - Cape; 7/13/99 Service? Cape: 2 a.m. Cumby’s; ski w/ Sa; paddle boat; car window; MFA + forge, “cooking”; TY, Mom + Dad; GL, Maura, Pat, + Ryan.

Shaun Kilfoyle
126 Worcester Street (B)

Daniel Keeler
167 Bridge Street (R)

Christen Kenyon
“Chris, Chris-10”
53 Cedarmill Drive (R)

Brian Kingsley
740 Vernon Street (B)
Jeff Korske
“Scooter”
416 White Street (R)
FB 1-4; BBL 1-4 Capt.;
Superbowl Champs; GT @ Gap; GT @ Gomesys; UConn w/ O.T. + J.L.; Junior Prom @ K.P.; Venuts; Millis; 6/23/99 @ T.M.; N.H. @ P.Y.; Icemans girls ILY; GW w/ A.C.; IWNFY, A.A. + S.N.; ILY, Mom, Dad + Jay; GL, K.B. + J.R.

Paul S. Kostas
“Zibba”
276 Main Street (B)
Hey to all my friends YKWYA; IWNF Boys State 1999, Dawson’s Creek nights w/ J. N.; T. F. brothers for life; Taunton DeMolay forever; locker 636; Hey, guys, bring that beat back!

Mark Krikorian
“Krik”
37 Winthrop Avenue (B)
CC 1-4; WT 2-4; GT w/J.B., M.B., R.P., J.O.; GT fishin’ w/ J.H. + Newman; GT w/ J.S. + S.S., Mexico ’97 + ’99, TY, Mom + Dad, God; “You gotta stick together with who you are and who you know, you gotta remember where you’ve been and where you wanna go.”

Michael Krovitz
“Krovitz”
111 Hayward Street (B)
GT + GF ’99; Leah, I love you; TY to all MBF’s including A.L. + M.J. for helping me through the tough times; TY, Mom + Dad, Kerri, Todd + Matt; 4 years ski w/ R.D., B.C., + T.C.; ILY all + IWNFY; Thanks, A.M., it’s done.

Darnell Kuykendall
593 East Street (B)
Ftb + STR, Capt; GT+GF w/ J.L., S.B., C.E., L.M., M.J., A.H., E.C., IWNFY; Trojans #1 Superbowl Champs, school record! locker room talks; R.B., RIP; Rocky movies; Mom + Dad, TY; Act now, not later.

Shauna Lane
22 Tony Terrace (B)
CG 1+2; CH 1-3; Old Dunks Crew; Hiking w/ J. M. + N. L.; Rushin w/K. A. + A. L.; Lunch w/T. B. + D. R.; Cable, D. N.; TY, to my parents; ILY Kyle; Nick, Thank you for being there. I love you always. IWM everyone. It’s been fun...

Kendra Larson
782 South Street (B)

Jason Lavigne
“Jay”
30 Wildwood Place (B)
After all is said and done, we came, we saw, we graduated. Some with style, some with honors, and others just because. Through our troubles and our losses we have succeeded. From here on our lives are what we make of ourselves.
Julie P. Lavoie
“Crash”
225 Robinson Street (R)
CG 2-4; US1 2-4; BBI; FL '99; JP; Boston; Shae—rock’n’bowl; Concerts 9-12; S. T. - Thanks for being a great BF; C. C. - You’ve been great thru GT + bad; GT + GF; M. B., C. F., M. W.; GL, Adam; TY, Mom + Dad; ILY Bill.

Andrew S. Leahy
“Drew”
32 Walter Drive (R)
MB 1-4 DM; Mu 1-4; GT w/ GF; Disney ’96 + ’99; Martha’s Vineyard w/GF; Rushing Six w/K. A. + S. L.; S. Forge w/the 5: 42 on the highway; Merging! Squam ’99; GL to my pals Jay L. + Jen P.; TY, Mom, Dad, Chris, Alison, + Pat- ILYG!

Courtney E. Leal
“Court, Corkers”
152 Edward Road (R)

Angie Levesque

Nathan Levesque

Sharon Locantore
“Claire”
(B)

Jason LeClerc
57 Walter Drive (R)

Nikki Longo
160 North Main Street (R)
Jessica Jean Looney
861 Pine Street (R)

BreAnne Lopes
“Banana, Bre”
1401 Plymouth Street (B)

Jen Lozzi
“Jenna”
447 East Street (B)
All my love, Ken! 3/30/99; MBF, Jes Fama; ILY, E.M., B.L., J.K. + everyone else; GT @ GW seeing The Allman Brothers '98, '99; “Every silver lining’s got a touch of grey. I will get by, I will survive”.

Justin Luke
38 Meadow Lane (B)

Leon Machado
1168 Pleasant Street (B)

Matthew Maclay
46 Stephani Lane (B)

Alex MacEachern
218 Broad Street (B)

Bobby Mackenzie
15 Micheal Rd. (R)
Lifting + SADD + Soc 1; GT + GF w/ C.Y., K.H., L.C., K.C., L.G., J.C.; @ the mall; “Ofom atat”; Navy training; IWNFY C.Y. + K.H.; GL you guys in the future; study w/ Folan; TY, Mom, Dad, Jen, ILY; Bam! =); ones.
Matt Mantalos
"Matty"
1579 South Street (B)
GT+GF w/YKWA; Keep it real L.O., S.M., B.B.; Erika ILY + IWMFY; I can't wait to go back to Maine; BR Basketball Fan Club; Jonny, we will survive; TY, Mom, Dad, + Athan; It's all about the memories man!

Michael C. Malone
"Mike"
21 Maple Ave. (B)
FB 1-4; Wr 1-4; ST 2-4; GT+GF: Brett, Mark, Derek; Miller w/M.M., S.C.; Honey Dew w/B.N. + K.S.; B.B. in the window; lost sunglasses; Halloween w/ M.M. + G.M.; Thank you, Matt, Kate, Mom + Dad.

Julia Rae Marcinkiewicz
"Hoolz, Butch, Jules"
1495 South St. (B)
MBFs 4-Life: N.M. Hotel, Beasties; CTS w/Jiz, Bre, Wisk, E.R., Kara, M.S., R.S. Don't even; Lobster 12/25/98; B. + N. C3; L.S. 97 remember; E.F. Poland Spring; N.P. ILY, van trips; IWMY Gramps + Dan, TY, Fam.

Matt Mantalos
"Matty"
1579 South Street (B)
GT+GF w/YKWA; Keep it real L.O., S.M., B.B.; Erika ILY + IWMFY; I can't wait to go back to Maine; BR Basketball Fan Club; Jonny, we will survive; TY, Mom, Dad, + Athan; It's all about the memories man!

Julia Rae Marcinkiewicz
"Hoolz, Butch, Jules"
1495 South St. (B)
MBFs 4-Life: N.M. Hotel, Beasties; CTS w/Jiz, Bre, Wisk, E.R., Kara, M.S., R.S. Don't even; Lobster 12/25/98; B. + N. C3; L.S. 97 remember; E.F. Poland Spring; N.P. ILY, van trips; IWMY Gramps + Dan, TY, Fam.

Lisa Masselli
534 Vernon Street (B)

Steven Marcotte
"Cotte"
118 Unior Street (B)
BBL 1-4; NHS; Born H; GT w? my peeps: J.S., S.B., E.C., B.B., K.W., K.S., L.O., D.C., M.M., A.S.; downtown YKWA; GL, A.B., J.P., L.M., K.B., T.O.; wall; Band/7/4 @ S.B.'s; cards w/ crew; TY, Mom, Dad, + Jon, ILY; ooh; I'm a senior!

Tiffany Marie Matthews
"Tiff"
35 Aberdeen Lane (B)
TY, Mom + Dad for never doubting me; MFB A.R. my twin sis! MFB D. W. + all those guy talks; TY, M. M. for always making me laugh; GT w/D. W. + T. S. IWNF the fireworks w/C. C. + J. S.; TY, Collin for listening, ILY, 1/27/98.

Lynn Maloney
370 Plain St. (B)
It was fun while it lasted; To GT+GF. IWMY all. Just wanted to say: Good Luck to the class of 2000. ILY + TY, Mom + Dad; GL to my sis Gail + her BF Christine; Hope you guys had as much fun as I did; IWMY + GL everyone.

Merrill Marshall
"Newman"
319 Cross Street (B)
FB 1-4; BBI; Cruising with Hartford and Marky 2-4; TY, Senior FB players for making high school so memorable; TY, Mom and Dad.
Brian Patrick Mayher
101 Titicut Road (R)
TY, TY, TY, TY, ILY, ILY, ILY, ILY, ILY, ILY; We appreciate your cooperation. We apologize for any inconvenience this may have caused; Pup-Pup y Panco I’ll just have a thalad.

John Robert McCann
“J.R., Shortie”
157 Comfort Street (B)
“I sing sometimes for the war that I fight—'cause every tool is a weapon—if you hold it right.”; ILY, Mom + Dad; GL, Elise - you’re the perfect example of a good role model & friend; IWNFY, Kate, how could I?

Steve McCarthy
683 Prospect Hill Street (R)
TY, Mom + Dad; TY, Moe 4 un; IWNF GT + GF B. D., 4WD; J. B.; 7/4/99 C. F., 6/21/95; I gotta go where it’s warm; USCG; TY, four great years of fun + laughs, y/KWYA, IWNFY.

Kelly McClory
P.O. Box 815 (R)
FH1-4 WTRL; GT+GF @BR; K.C., IWNF 8/27/99; FH Fatties; C.O. Riverside ’99; K.C going through red lights; K.C.+E.H., “I think the light is flashing, nope I’m blinking” GL class of 2000.

Zachary McGovern
5 Terry Lane (B)

Michael McLuskey
“Mike”
43 Pleasant Drive (B)
FB 1-2; T. J., Charlie, Dan, Keith, Weafer, MBF; Kait, ILY, IWNF JP; Ian + Keith, Ghosttown; Paintball w/Dan; Weafer’s warriors; Woods Hole, T. J., Kait jetty; 5/5/98; 10/10/97; 11/20/98; TY, GL, Mom + Dad.

Ross McNally
23 Clover Drive (B)

Jesse C. Mead
630 King Street (R)
FB 1-4; WR 1-4 Capt.; Treasurer; Sisu; stealth; knee injuries 2-4; Super Bowl! IWNF Teamates; Betta’s gross; Robi eagle; Nuggety; K.T.B., IWNFY; Berry’s humor; Gomes’ room; Maritime; Welch’s Barn; Nina; A.C. we did a lot; Mom + Dad, J.T., + Mr. Do, ILY; R.B., #48!
Tara Melo
"Ta, Tee" (R)
FH 1-2; JP/SP GT @ Venuti's; BNL T.O.; GW; GT + GF; C.H. + M.V. Lost in the jungle; 6/23; Millies; Boot leggers; A.D. raindance; NYE; M.O. + B.A. 2am; R.B. IMY + IWNFY; TY, Mom, Dad, Kerie, Dionne + John ILY; GL, Patrick, ILY; GL, Jen.

Alison L. Mickiewicz
115 Riverview Drive (B)
Soc 2-4; FH 1+2; GT + GF; Spice Force 5; K.B., D.W., C.M., L.S.; L.M., K.P. + others IWNFY; English 10; 5/1/98; Bean; Daddy L.D. + Shorties; Semi'98; Dan, ILY 8/1/98; TY, Mom + Dad; GL, everyone!

Erin Mitchell
1476 Plymouth Street (B)
Shaun's, S.A., K.R., S.W., B.L., J.L. + everyone else, ILY; Camping @ Titicut, Myles Standish; GL, S.W. + R.V., ILY; Going to shows, Phishin' 4life; TY, Mom, ILY, GL, Lindzi, ILY Sistah! This has all been wonderful, but now I'm on my way!

Alison L. Mickiewicz
115 Riverview Drive (B)
Soc 2-4; FH 1+2; GT + GF; Spice Force 5; K.B., D.W., C.M., L.S.; L.M., K.P. + others IWNFY; English 10; 5/1/98; Bean; Daddy L.D. + Shorties; Semi'98; Dan, ILY 8/1/98; TY, Mom + Dad; GL, everyone!

Ashley E. Merriam
"Ash"
646 North Street (B)
Str 1-4; GT w/GF YKWYA; MBFs C.B., C.D.; NYE @ S.R.; GT @ Venuti's; JP + Canada w/A.H.; Cory I'm cold; The dew w/ Coll; C.F. video; NSYNC; 70's; Millies; Andy 19/97 ILY always + IWNFY; GL, TY, Mom + Dad; ILY; GL, Andrew.

Teresa S. Moniz
168 Main Street (B)
Soc 1-4; BB 1-2; WTR 3-4; Str 1-4, OCL champs; GT + GF, YKWYA; Poptops; Trips with S.B.; JP @ K.P.; SP @ T.L.; HP-Freaks; GL, girls soc; OCL champs; "V-I-T-C-O-R-Y"; HMUN, Scores! GL, Ana + Paula, almost done; TY, Mom, Dad, A.M. + P.M., ILY all.
Alexandria Moreau
“Alex”
16 Flagstone Place (B)
Mom + Dad, TY, ILY; J. M. + J. M. ILY; Dave, TY for being there for me through all our times, ILY; Grandma + Grandpa, ILY + TY; IWNF: B. L., J. O., N. M., J. M., K. H., T. R., J. E., L. T., ILY guys; B. L., GL, w/Joey; GL, class of 2000!

Danielle Moreshead
197 Bridge Street (B)

Ryan Morin
“Boyfriend”
15 Stonybrook Road (R)
CC; WTr; STr; 1-4; Capt. All 8; GT W/ Tom, Jim2, Pam; K.C., Liz; Riverside; The Long Day; Camp-outs @ J.K.; The Nip; 112; Massive Nights; La-La; Kareoke 3/30/99; ILY, Kate, I couldn’t have done it w/out you; ILY, Mom, Dad, + Erin.

Erin E. Moura
“Turddle”
621 Maine Street (R)
K.P., IWNFY, Quack; C.L., Melting Chocolate ILY; C.C., Winnie the Pooh; C.P. Um Casey; IWNF all the times @Pat’s house + getting caught skipping; L.C., Gallagher; C.C., IWNF getting chased by Timone; IWNF lost @ Warped Tour.

Jeffrey Moyer
“Fatness, Fat Jeff”
235 Park Avenue (B)
FB 1-4; SB champs; WTr 1-4; WWF @ my house w/A.C., E.M., A.S., S.F., M.P., S.H., + M.C.; “The funniest thing”; FB rides w/J.H.; Lifting w/Mr. Lennon; I love you, Allison; TY for all you support, Jen, Mom + Dad, ILY.

Eric A. Mulholland
“Momo”
30 Paul Joseph Lane (B)
CC, WTr, STr, 1-4 Capt. WWF@J.M. w/A.S., M.P., M.C., S.H., S.F. Hey to L.C., J.B., C.G., J.K., We had too much fun; Hey to all my friends; IWWMY; Hey to D.B., ILY + you will always be my baby; Hey to Mom + Dad; love you + thank you.

Erin Munise
“Rynnie”
38 Harvard Street (B)
H 1-4 capt.; NHS 3-4; PM -4; SADD 2+4; WHY? rucchi’s; Beach w/T. W. + S. H.; July 4 w/R. G.; RS w/A.M., Boston w/A. C., J. N. L. C.; GT w/B. C., R. D., J. Jo, N. C. + S. H.; TY, Mom + Dad; GL, Joe + Jay; IWNF, M.S. (MJ)
Patrick Murphy
24 Titicut Road (R)

Jeremy Nelson
480 Plain Street (B)

Joey Niccoli
40 Hunters Drive (B)
20 min; Uge; The loft; K.J., M.J., M.R., S.T., A.P., A. B., J.B., E.C., N.L., D.P.; the freshmen and sophomore women; summer of ’99; M.J. house; the mall; thanks, Mom + Dad; I did it; FINALLY!

William P. Nixon
“Bill”
35 Cherry Street (B)
FB Superbowl ’98, Wr OCL Champs 1-2; Fun times in Rm. 114 w/ A.C.; Country Fest; Thanks, J.B.; GT @ J.L.’s House; UConn w/ J.L. + S.D.; close call w/ S.K., S.H.; 4th with T.A.; Venuti lunches; M.O’B.; GL: 11, 31, 74, 79, 85; TY, Mom, Vic, + Dad.

Jeffrey Nathan
20 Kenneth Drive (B)

Lynne Nevens
185 Pond Street (B)

Nicole Nihan
“Nikki, Nik”
353 Elm Street (B)

Brett Nowlin
35 Greenbriar Lane (B)
BBL 1-4; GT+GF YKWYA; Wiffle Ball; 7/4/98 + ’99 @ S.B.; NYE w/ M.M. + D.C.; BBL w/ A.H.; Mobil Crew ’98 - ’99; Sat. w/J.R.; GL, Hami. + C.A.; TY, B.K. + T.D.; ILY J.N. + J.N.; TY, Mom + Dad; Kate, IWALY, TY for everything.
Jennifer Ocasio  
"Jenny"  
54 Carmel Circle (B)  
1-4 Div 3-4 P.M. to M.O., + S.B., GL + have fun. Special thanks to my Mom + Dad; To my girls S.B., My -Ty, N.H., N.R., H.C.; Bye - GL to AnnMarie. IWMY Ms. Gillbass + thank you or all of your help.
Casey Papp
32 Laurel Lane (R)
GT + GF; C.H., Ear Pull; M. P., IWNF your advice; P.M., I'm taking this; M.C., Birthday Party; Monopoly w/T. R. + J. E. + all MBF YKWA; TY, A. P.; summer of 1999; IWNFY J. P. + R. B.; ILY Mom, Dad, C. P., T. P. + Rob.

Jessica Lynne Ouellette
140 Spruce Street (B)
TYFE, Mom + Dad, ILY; MBF Liz; Hoolz Shrinking; L.S. '97; Kara, NYE; Bre P.C.; Nor's; W.C. Bulls + Jen 7/4/99; Coley Tracks; Bermuda; Brodie B. Ville; GT @ E.R.; IWNF D.C.

William Paris
“Bill”
81 Crescent Drive (B)

Michael Paul
15 Atkinson Drive (B)
BBI 1, peer mediator 3+4; SADD 4; WTrs shotput + hog relay 1-4; undefeated OCL champs 2+3.

Jessica Amanda Pawlowski
97 Swift Avenue (B)

Melanie Owens
“Mell”
66 Plain Street (B)
FH 1-4 Fatties! GT w/ GF YNWA, ILY! JP + SP; N+ with Ana, MBF; nights @ V's FH Camps! Shania in rain DMX w/A.F. + C.B.; IWNF Lem + Mell; NYE, TY T.M. Stars w/ Gus! GT w/ E.P. N.N., S.C., A.S., Lost! R.B. IMY; ILY, Mom, M+M.

Sarah Elizabeth Peabody
“Peabs, Seppie”
316 Center Street (R)
FH 2-4, BB 1-4, Capt.; OCL CHAMPS 97-99, 00? Hey, L.C. Frosh to the RESCUE; GT + GF YKWA; GT w/ FH crew; H.R. the getaway car; Hey, Shell, SCORE; Shania w/ MBF C.C.; Cruisin in the Jetta; TY, M +D; ILY; GL, Lil P.

Timothy R. Paula
“Tim”
255 Oak Street (B)
TY, everyone who put up w/me YKWA; IWNF L.C D + M. L., T. B., M. G., D. P. K. R. and everyone else; may not know you, but good luck. “The essence of more evil is a refusal to consider what it is to be man.”
Elise N. Pelletier
21 Michael Road (B)
E.B. + B.R. ATr 1-4 Capt. 4; CL 1-4; Gym. 3-4 Capt. 4; IWNF: Where my girls at N.N., A.S., S.Q.; After prom "Hills"; GTW M.O., S.J., D.B., K.F.; MBF K.C. + A.C.; GL, TY Mom + Dad, ILY.

Lisa Ann Pero
77 Pond Street (B)
WNF all my years in H.S.; the fun never ends w/ Mrs. Windsor; IWNF Mrs. Windsor, Mrs. White, Ms. Stone, Ms. Welch; TY for the ward, Mr. Buron; IWMY Amy + Lori, GL! IWNFY, MBF, Lauren; ILY M + D; at Burger King; IWMY, K.K.; Way to go Class of 2000!

Stacy Perry
125 Redwing Drive (B)
Str 1-4; CC 2+3; CG 1; AC 4; NHS; MT 2-4; GL, Shae, M.B., J.P., E.M., J.S., K.H., S.M.; Go get 'em, Steph; MBF, K.R., GL, IWNFY; TY, Bo, ILY, I believe in you; 9/19/97; GL, Amanda; TY, Mom, Dad, + Justin, ILY.

Maria Peppas
79 Elizabeth Drive (R)
A.P., J.E., C.P., C.H., T.R., P.M., C.M., ILY; Prairie; I have an idea; Seances with C.P.; You are my sister; J.M. the girl's room; Monopoly w/ MBF; P.M., calm down; Mr. V., TY; Mom, Dad, Costas, I love you.

Stacey Perry
82 River Street (R)

Stephanie Pitcher
82 River Street (R)

Krystal Lynn Pittsley
885 Summer St. (B)
GT + GF: E.M., A.M., T.M., D.M., C.C., B.M., K.B., L.B.; English 10; Erin M, IWNFY; GL; to MBF Katie S.; TY, for everything Mom, ILY so much!!

Daniel Pitta
6 High Ridge Drive (R)
Ryan Prince
605 North Street (B)
“Speak softly and carry a big stick.”
T. Roosevelt
M.K., J.B., M.B., J.O.,

Jennifer Pohl
“Jen, Jenny”
972 Pine Street (R)
FH1-4, fatty’s: GT+GF, YKWWY; M.O.; Dreams: J.P.C., Jeep; S.M., BANG; J. Tweety; Lou; Rik, NSYNC; Col+V, B.G.; McGraw; bootleggers; J5; Loon; My honeys; Orestis, IWAY, 6/11/98+B4, stars; Ry, ILY+MY; Mom+Dad, TY+ILY; Sa, GL+ILY.

Ryan Prince
605 North Street (B)
“Speak softly and carry a big stick.”
T. Roosevelt
M.K., J.B., M.B., J.O.,

Jennifer Pohl
“Jen, Jenny”
972 Pine Street (R)
FH1-4, fatty’s: GT+GF, YKWWY; M.O.; Dreams: J.P.C., Jeep; S.M., BANG; J. Tweety; Lou; Rik, NSYNC; Col+V, B.G.; McGraw; bootleggers; J5; Loon; My honeys; Orestis, IWAY, 6/11/98+B4, stars; Ry, ILY+MY; Mom+Dad, TY+ILY; Sa, GL+ILY.

Eva Pucillo
“Beava, Eve”
35 Apple Tree Circle (B)

Mike Quirk
“Quirkie, Quirker”
70 Redwing Drive (B)
Hockey 1-3; IBC/88 - GT; IWM D.D. + E.S. in English; R.K. and stop sign; working at the farm; Shania; carwars! GT w/ H.R.- JP, Semi, beach, Home games, IWNFY; to Pat- Thanks for the advice! TY, Dad + Mom; GL, Matt; Bye, B-R.

Scott Pringle
45 Titicut Road (B)
Derek Jay Raynard
“D, D.J.”
17 Cottage Street (B)
Mu2-4; MBF’s T.B. + M.W.; Florida Trip; Cable 8; Big Raybowski; Aerosmith-NYE: D.C. + K.B., ILY + IWNFY; It Doesn’t Matter What My Blurb Says! S.G. @ GW w/B.H.; Sakks; GL, J.R.; Mom, ILY; HOLLYWOOD here I come!

Katelyn R. Powers
“Kate, Katie”
85 College Road (B)

Annmarie L. Puleo
“Anni”
639 King Philip Street (R)
GT + GF: C.C., S.R., G.S J.G., T.R., C.L., the rest YKNWYA; hey, I have an idea; J.E. Stakeout @ Maria’s; times @ Pat’s roadtrips; New Jersey; the prairie; Seances; TY Dad GL, Nino; to my Everything ILY from Dusk til Dawn.

Eva Pucillo
“Beava, Eve”
35 Apple Tree Circle (B)

Mike Quirk
“Quirkie, Quirker”
70 Redwing Drive (B)
Hockey 1-3; IBC/88 - GT; IWM D.D. + E.S. in English; R.K. and stop sign; working at the farm; Shania; carwars! GT w/ H.R.- JP, Semi, beach, Home games, IWNFY; to Pat- Thanks for the advice! TY, Dad + Mom; GL, Matt; Bye, B-R.

Katelyn R. Powers
“Kate, Katie”
85 College Road (B)
Amy C. Rebelo  
“Rican Ashley”  
68 Edward Rd (R)  

Natalie Registre  
6 Forest Street (R)  

Kristen Rinaldi  
45 Jennifer Circle (B)  
GT + GF @ Shaun’s; GT w/ E.M. + S.W., IWNF; Camping on 5/21; Weekend @ Werra’s; GT IWNF @ Woodstock ’99: #17; Going to Shows; Erin IWNF our secret language; GL Sarah + Ryan; TY, for everything, Mom, ILY.

Angela M. Robak  
“Ang”  
18 Bolton Place (B)  
Soc OCL Champs ’99; WTr, Str Capt.; Sum 98; Padidle; GT w/ GF, YKWYA; MBFS; Pokes+L.D., C.C., L.O., A.B.; Soc talks w/ K.S.; Poptops; Girls FB Game; Millies; Aruba; JP; ILY + IWNF Dave; GL Jackie, N.M., + A.M.; TY, Mom + Dad; ILY.

Shaun Edward Robison  
“Guy”  
Quequechan Circle (R)  
MBF Mead, Berry, Mike; AllStars, Grams Boys; Fay, Deb, Ed, ILY; So Genius; Summers @ Bryons; NGwNick + Justin; Jiujitsu; Forever w/ Amy ILY; 4Irish Pride@WR; Stout ILY; Op Maritime; TY Fight Nite; never forget my Mom, Dad, or Eddy.

Aja Rieger  
360 Cross Street (B)

Tracy Riva  
“Trac”  
200 Orchard St. (R)  

Heather L Robertson  
35 Charles Street (B)  
H 3-4; Fatties; Ten 1-4; Work @ the Farm; GT + SF; L.E., M.B., E.M., M.C., J.P.; Pizza Night, Races, Newport, Plymouth, JP, stuck in the mud w/Cifuni’s, Camp 3-4, R.B. forever, ILY IWNF M.Q., TY Mom, Dad +Friends, GL Cory!!

Shaun Edward Robison  
“Guy”  
Quequechan Circle (R)  
MBF Mead, Berry, Mike; AllStars, Grams Boys; Fay, Deb, Ed, ILY; So Genius; Summers @ Bryons; NGwNick + Justin; Jiujitsu; Forever w/ Amy ILY; 4Irish Pride@WR; Stout ILY; Op Maritime; TY Fight Nite; never forget my Mom, Dad, or Eddy.
Blake J. Ruehrwein
258 East Street (B)

Carrie R. Sabine
214 Oak Street (B)
IWNF MBFS Jess; Ca Hicks, Colleen Donovan, + Tanya Eldridge, IWNFY A.W., T.W., C.C., L.O., A.J., H.B., M.O., M.W., C.C., S.L., Brown’s Art Class; GT Camping + Dancing @ Tanya’s; I Love You, Mom, Dad + Jeff, Thank You.

Matthew J. Santos
“The end is just the beginning”
35 Barbara Road (R)
SOC1-4; WTr2-4; NHS; UFL; Billyboy-ya Mum! Smash Trash; M.S. = K.H.; 21 w/ B.C.; G.T.+ G.F. B.C., K.H., R.D., E.M. + S.M.; NYE 2000; Shot time-K.H.; ILY + TY Mom, Dad, +GPs; GL, Chos; IWNF good times!!!

Elizabeth Serlenega
170 Center Street (B)

Aaron Sesin
“Sesin”
5 Kathleen Road (B)
Wr1-4, Capt. 3-4, OCL champs 1-2+4 w/ weafer + Jesse; The wall w/my boys: J.S., K.W., B.B., D.C., S.M., K.S., B.N., L.O.; Summer ’99, DT; Staci, ILY, IWNFY, 11/6/98; TY, Mom, Dad, Nate, + Stephen; OOO, I’m a Senior

Kristina Roy
18 Heather Lane (B)
It’s over! GT w/GF YKWA; SB 1, BB 1-3 Keep In Touch S.T., S.T., L.M., J.S., G.S., S.P.; Ty Stacey for being my best friend all these years; Yeah “Lynne”; IWNFY Mom + Dad; Good Luck, EY! I Love You Pete: forever.

Jeff Saunders
42 Ann Street (R)
My Boys: S.M., S.B, B.B. K.W., A.S., K.S., D.C.; THE WALL, Summer ’99; Wiffle Ball; DT: YKWA; K.P. Thanks for the JP; K.B., we should have; A.B. I’ll always be there; “Tutoring A.B., L.D., I wish; Best Actress: L.M.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>William L. Shirosky</td>
<td>50 Austin St. (B)</td>
<td>Soccer 3-4, Thanks, Coach Pacheco and Coach Nelson; Thanks for everything, Mom and Dad; Thanks to all my teachers for everything; IWNF BRRHS; Good luck to all my friends at B-R.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jillian Shapleigh</td>
<td>46 Fiske Drive (B)</td>
<td>&quot;Jill&quot; 46 Fiske Drive (B) CG 1-4; Band 1-4; Mu 2-4; AC 3-4; ST 2-4; J.C., J.Y., L.P., GT in FL; Shae, Steph, GT + GF + Thanks; M.W., D.R., Unforgettable; Love You, Mom, Dad, + Sis! &quot;War is not healthy for children and other living things.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony Shinko</td>
<td>241 Church Street (R)</td>
<td>&quot;Shink&quot; 241 Church Street (R) TY, Mom + Dad, Angie + Frank; ILY All; MBF R.C., E.C., A.B., K.J.; Zorro @ the college. GL, to, K.B., T.M., A.R., A.M., B.L.; Me + A.B., flossin' on the stage @ the dance. E.C., in front of K.B.; Diana White, I Love You.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katelyn A. Simmons</td>
<td>159 Overlook Drive (R)</td>
<td>&quot;Kate&quot; 159 Overlook Drive (R) BB; Soc; Ten. Capt; Naples w/ the girls; Lake George J.N., T.D., B.N.; The Dew: Ram, Sa; SocTalks w/ K.P., J.R.; Brett MBF, TY &quot;It's your love&quot; I could never live w/o it! Chris, IWMY! Caar, MBF, ILY! TY, Mom, Dad, sis, ILY! Ryl! IWNFY.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leah Shoemaker</td>
<td>109 Francine Road (R)</td>
<td>109 Francine Road (R) GT + GF; in Pleasant Field w/3Cs + the boys; Miami w/ Hools; 311 in '99 who's got the... w/ L.C.; It's Fake w/ J.M. + F. H. + B.M.; IWNFY Ryan + Caple; TY, Mom + Jason; GL, Josh + Sarah + Kara.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April Silva</td>
<td>35 Fairway Drive (B)</td>
<td>&quot;Apey&quot; 35 Fairway Drive (B) CL 1-4 Capt.; MBF: N.N., ILY; Talent show, YKWA; N.N., E.S., our men; 10/10/98; M.C. stayin low; N.N. FL '99; J.H. &quot;Buddy&quot;; CL sleepovers; 10/31/99; where my girls at: N.N., S.C., E.P.; I.G., N.N. off the front; TY, Mom + Dad, ILY; GL, Ally + Shan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kurt Silvia</td>
<td>75 White St. (R)</td>
<td>BB 1-2; SOC 1-4; Capt. South Sec. finalist OCL Champs; TTC; All-Star; Sportsmanship award; wiffleball; TY, Mom + Dad; IWNFY R.B.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gemma Anne Sinclair</td>
<td>27 Harriet Drive (B)</td>
<td>&quot;Gem(s)&quot; 27 Harriet Drive (B) BB 1-2; Soc 1-2; Only girl baby; indoor soc 2; Mascot 2 @ D.G.F.H.S.; MBF K.B. + Navy brats IWNFY! 2 every @ B-RTY, 4 the open door; N.L., C.C., A.P., S.P., M.D crew, + Crispy6, IWMY! To my family, my guardian angels L.A. Gem.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Ken Spacone
“The Man”
433 Oak St. (B)

Ryan Sullivan
“Sully”
35 Evergreen Drive (B)
GT w/GF: The train w/the boys; Chiquita, Frizz; Montreal w/B.F., M.M., B. F.; GL, To all my boys stay in touch; D.C., J.P., C.J., D.F., J.W., J.B., S.C., P. B.; Butch coming at ya; Match Box 20; TY, Mom, Dad + Gram ILY J.S.K.

Cara C. Sypher
“Syph”
94 Sully Road (R)
VB 3+4; SB 1-3; Soc 1+2; Ski 1-3; NHS; GT w/GF; 8/6/99; Woods; Concerts; 12/4 Ya Jess; 9/25 Chicken nova J. S. B., T. W.; Insulated; Girls’ nights; <3 R. M.; Baaa; IWNF GT @ Shen’s; ILY + TY, Mom, Dad, Nana; GL, Katie + Ross. Suavis!

Erika L. Smith
“Smitty”
10 Anthony Rd. (R)
FH 1-4 “Fatties”; Str 2; WTr 3; GT + GF - YKWYA; FH Camp + CarWar; JP in tents; C.B., the hill; D.D., Baystates; J.P., N’ Sync; A.S. + N.N., our men; DMX; 10/31 Sleepovers; Cape + Maine w/ Matty- IWNFY, ILY; TY, Mom + Dad; GL, Bobby.

Nicole Smith
468 North Street (B)

Diana Tatro
“D”
56 Douglas Drive (B)
CG 1-4; CoCpt4; Mu1-4; Band 1-4; SQUAM ’99; Disney ’99; Ski trips; Xmas Party ’98; My Fallen Angels, ILY; Missions w/ Allyson; Rent; GT w/ B. A. J., N. B., C. F., R. P., S. T., A. L., J. M., A. B., D. S. ILY, T+C; TY, Mom + Dad.

Kyle Thetonia
228 Locust Street (R)
FB 1; WR 2; FB, SKI 3; GT down the cape; M. C., remember fire works? R. C., IWNF sailing; M. C. remember off-roading w/the 4-runner; IWNF block parties at hideaway village; remember fishing + diving at Kingman marine; ILY, Mom + Dad.

Shane Tavares
“Pako”
South Main Street (R)
Props to my people J.N., K. J., A. P., A. B. N. L., J. B., M. J., D. P., S. P., M. R., E. C.; IWNF summer ’99; The sunshine dance; Full check hockey @ M. R.’s; Props to my people @ B. P.
Lindsay Thomas
“Lin-Z”
79 Sully Road (R)
TY, Mom, Dad, Jeff, Kris, Lisa, Sarah + Kerry, ILY; IWNF the cape w/L. D., Saddle up; C. K., w/ the sign in her sprite; N. R., blue shoes; A. M., what land are you from; L. M. + P.B., w/ the signs; GL, everyone; class of 2000 baby!

Shaela C. Thomas
“Shae”
11 Yoke Road (B)
CG 1-3; Capt 4; SM 4; Woodstock + JP w/Matt; Squam ’99; Falmouth; DMA; Concerts; River Rave; Julie-Rock’n’roll, got milk? GT + GF; M. W., M. B., K. A., A. L., D.T., C. C., J. S., TY, Mom, Dad, Steph + Mo; 2 thumbs up, great family fun!

Stephanie Caitlyn Thomas
“Steph”
11 Yoke Road (B)
BB 1-3; CG 1-4; US1 2-4; Band 1-4; NHS 3-4; PL 3-4; Space camp ’99; concerts; ST + GF: M. B., K. R., C. F., J. S., J. P., J. L., S. P., S. T.; FL run, run, run J. P.; WNFY, K. B.; Thanks, Mom, Dad, Shae + Dave, Y all; GL, class of 2000!

Orestis Tiliakos
“Tilly”
59 Fremont Street (B)
Soc 1-4 Capt; Hoc 1-4 Capt 3+4; BB1-4 Capt; GT + GF; E. C., D. C., Goma, P. Y., B. B., J. B., A. C.; UCON w/J + Scoot; My girls, Mo, Col, Nut; OCL champs; NH w/P; Jenny 2-4, ILY + WNFY, you are MBF; Bob, Deb, Sa, TY; Mom, Dad, Nol + Yan, GL + ILY.

Kerrie Tobey
“Kat, Carebear, Shorty”
1250 South Street (B)

Jonathan Treloar
“Tree”
180 Main Street (B)
Thank you, Mom, Dad, and Rebecca; Never again! “Lake sink a jeep” is always there, and will always be remembered. Hello. Rugrat- Who’s the man?

Jeffrey Veaudry
115 Bayberry Circle (B)

Melissa Venuti
“Venut”
125 Riverview Drive (B)
STr 1-4; All Star; GT+GF YKWWA; TY, Big Bro; Canoe w/Ed+Col; Jen: B.G.; BNL; NSYNC w/C.C.+Col; 6/23/99; NH w/Mo; Lou; My Boys; flat? Millies, Yokes; run; NYE; 70’s; Lon’s + Curry’s; JP + SP; IWALY: G.S.; TY, Mom + Dad, ILY, GL, Linny.
Adam Weafer
"Weaf"
50 Bayberry Circle (B)
W1-4; Capt. 4; OCL Champs
1-2-4; FB2; Dauber, Mead
JB, J.G., Mike, R.C., M.
C. + Newman; W. is the best!
TY, Dad, Coach Holmes
+ Coach Stump; GL, to every-
one in the class of 2000, we
rule!

Kevin Walsh
"Wa"
67 Flagg Street (B)
FB 1-3; Bbl; Wiffle Ball;
Cards; My Team Members
YWKA; 7/4/98-99 B.
B.; The Wall; Jamming w/J.
O.; GT + GF: D.C., A.S., S.
B., B.N., J.S., S.M., B.B.,
J.O.; GL J.W. @ UMD;
Thanks Mom + Dad; "How
do you like me now?"

John J. Wasik
"Wisk, Wasik"
579 Walnut Street (B)
GT w/Paul, Shep, Cost
Bill, Conrad, M.M., R.S., J,
E-Dog, J.B., K.H., J.C.
B.L., IWNFY; IWNFY De
Caple; 10/97 + always
Amanda ILY; Thanks, Gre
+ Whoever had picked me
up; TY, M + D; Good luck
Amanda.

Melissa A. Webber
82 Fiske Drive (B)
Mu 2-4; Chorus 2-4; NHS
3+4; MBF D.R.; Aerosmith
NYE; Sak's w/J.C., N.C. +
the boys YKWYA; omigod
we broke the bridge! Fl '99;
S+S, J.S., J.F., J.K., T.B.,
J.L., K.H., + J.W. ILY guys;
K.B. IWNFY; GL, J+G; to
my family- ILYA.

Sarah Werra
120 Mill Street (B)
IWNF Shaun's Apartment
Woodstock '99; Camping
7/99; MBF, E.M. + K.R.
ILY, Ryan V.; TY, Mom
Dan, Paul, Mike, M.K.; Goc
luck Class of 2000.

Diana C. White
5 Bobwhite Lane (B)
MBF'S A.MY, Tiff, Aja, Kate.;
Semi "98" w/ A.S., K.B.,
E.C., JP w/A.S., A.M., C.M.,
K.B., L.S., D.D.; NYE w/
A.C.; everyone @ Dunks
104; GT w/T.M. + C.C.; A.R.
7yrs, MBF+BF, Tony, I love
you 9/26/98; Mom + Dad,
Thank you for everything,
ILY; GL, Jess, LY.

Teresa Diane Wholley
46 County Road (R)
To all my friends, YKWYA,
TY for all the great times!
To my girls- Cara, Jess +
Sheri - Chicken Nova; ILY,
Kit; GL, S.F. + T.B.; E.M.,
Beach w/S.H., TY for be-
ing there T.J. IWMY; J.B.
+ K. J. my MB buds; Mom,
Dad + Trish, TY, ILY.
Tyisha Shanta Wilmore
“Ty”
382 Plymouth Street (B)
Tr 2, PL 2-3, Div 1-4, YB 4, AB 4; Junior Prom GT + GF;
Ms. Robbins, Mrs. Gill Bass; school store crew; Summer ’98 - ’99; Young Life;
D., IWNFY; T.W., S.B., M.O., J.O., N.L., S.B., N.R., N.H., S.W., H.C., all of MBF; ILY, Mom + Dad, IWNFY.

Amanda Witkowski
“Mans”
350 King Phillip Street (R)
Str/ Wtr: Thank you to all the people that helped me get to where I am, YKWYA. Thank you a lot; Thank you to my family I love you guys, Mom, Dad, Krystal, Tammie.

Matthew Alan Woodward
“Woody”
1540 Broadway (R)
“Life is just a dream on the way to death.” J. N., Don’t forget the wedding; K. K., you changed me for the good. ILY, C. M., sorry for everything, GL; Classified going all the way; To all my friends + family ILY; D. H., Rock on.

Lauren Ann Yule
“Lucy”
36 Weonit Court (R)
Thanks, Mrs. Winsor, Mrs. White, Ms. Welch, Mrs. Murphy; To MBF Lisa P., ILY like a sister; Thanks, J. B.; GT + GF; YKWYA: 9/16/99; To my grandmother, your memory will live on in my heart; you are my hero; To my family, TY for everything, ILY.

Christopher James YafRATE
“Chris”
89 Nottingham Drive (R)
Wtr; US1; NHS; SADD; Lifting; GT + GF: B. M., K. H., L. C., K. C., L. G., S. P., C. C., M. R.; Thanks Lees; Ofom atat! Fiji; Metallica; Thanks everyone for everything; Thanks Mom, Dad, Nick, Laura, I love ya; ByeBye + Good Luck! =P
Daniel Zakrzewski
720 North Street (B)
Wtr 1, 4; Soc OCL champs.
TTC; TY, Mom, Dad, Karen,
Brenda; GF w/S. H., S. D., E.
M.; Pool w/B. R., A. C., M. P.,
J. N.; Group hack w/S. M., M.
S., D. B., L. O., G. H.; one on
one w/M. K.; Good luck to all.

Severine Thys
Brussels, Belgium
Soyez réalistes,
demandez l’impossible.
(Be real,
but demand the impossible.)

Wendy A. Zimbone
"Abby"
Cuttyhunk Island
"Yet if hope has flown away
In a night, or in a day,
In a vision, or in none.
Is it therefore the less gone?
All that we see or seem
Is but a dream within a dream
Edgar Allen Poe
1. Jason Lavigne gives Severine Thys a warm welcome to the U.S.A.

2. At the faculty tea, Melissa Brassil serves up good conversation and a cup of coffee to a thankful Mr. Clasby.

3. Bill Nixon and Adam Crossman show where they plan to vacation for a senior trip.

4. Ryan Dooley revels in the excitement of play practice.

5. In Mrs. Holt’s class, Blake Ruehrwein introduces his prom date.

6. Christina Fedele steadies herself before a final vault attempt.

7. Sara Bissonnette uses her resources to perfect an English assignment.

8. Adam Howe and Lou Orfanos beg Matt Mantalos stop impersonating a door.

9. Enjoying the fresh air, Natalie Registre, Jennifer Ocasio, Nicole Broide and Myisha Wilmore take a break from their busy school schedules.

10. National Honor Society president Alyssa Asack serves advisor Mrs. Calef at the annual Faculty Tea.
Through Our Years....

In the early eighties, would-be seniors graduating in 2000 were not concerned with any of America's problems. They didn't care about the boycott of the '80 Summ Olympics or the Reagan assassination attempt. They cared only about toys like E Wheels, Matchbox cars, Cabbage Patch Kids, and G.I. Joe. They could focus only television shows like "The Smurfs," "Sesame Street," and "The Muppets."

As these children entered nursery school and kindergarten, the space shuttle Challenger exploded, and cable television and video game systems like Atari and Nintendp captivated the U.S.A. "Saved by the Bell" and "Punky Brewster" were widely watched and "Super Mario Bros." was the top video game.

As the class of 2000 neared the end of the decade, they were mesmerized with "Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles," "Transformers," and "Barbie." The "New Kids On The Block" and Michael Jackson were fan favorites in the music industry. They watched the horrific events unfolded in Tianamen Square and the Berlin Wall was being dismantled.

As the nineties began, these ten year olds paid witness to Desert Storm, the collapse of the Soviet Union, and the Oklahoma City bombing. Also on their minds were Reet pumps, Little League baseball, and snow days.

New supermarkets like Roche Bros., stores like Blockbuster Video, and restaurants like Burger King were constructed in Bridgewater and Raynham as the towns grew. Lights were put up for baseball night games. A new elementary school and a golf course were built, while the transit system was resurrected.

Entering junior high they had Halloween canceled by a prison break and lost their school recess. In the mid-nineties, when the class of 2000 reached their teenage years they discovered the the Internet and email.

During high school, Princess Diana was killed, a sheep was cloned, President Clinton was impeached, the tragedy at Columbine High School occurred, and the U.S. almost went to war with the Serbs. At B-R itself, the Trojans won a Super Bowl and met it to the Fleetcenter for a state semi-final basketball game. Other countless league titles would be too long to list.

In the final year of this decade, the Backstreet Boys, N'SYNC, and Britney Spe became teen idols across the U.S., while the Star Wars prequel dominated the movie Game shows, like "Who Wants To Be A Millionaire?" took over prime-time television.

As senior year comes to an end, the class of 2000 must look towards the future. N
memories will be made and new fads will emerge, but there will never be another classic like the class of 2000. Through thick and thin, good times and bad, the trendsetting class of the millennium will be unforgettable.

A young Andrew Leahy gets a grasp on his nutrition.

Tara Melo and Maura O’Day show they are never too young to get a bargain.

Cara Sypher and Lindsay Thomas love being neighbors.

Bridgewater seventh graders have a good time at Cathy Fraser’s surprise birthday party.

Raynhnam seventh graders show the strength of a pyramid.

Jesse Mead, Matt Santos, Adam Crossman, Jeff Saunders, and Kurt Hartwell enjoy high school science.

Ryan Dooley gives Cailin Doody a present on an 8th grade field trip.

Colleen Hennessey, Meghan Callahan, and Melissa Venuti show their costumes for ‘Guys and Dolls’.

The girls’ freshman soccer team unite to be number one.

Joanna Conroy, Katie Moore, and Sarah Hooper prove that good friends last forever.

Lisa Carrozza and Leslie Miller love the B-R cafeteria food.

Sarah Peabody and Sarah Hooper take a break from study in the cafeteria.

Mike Gillis helps to keep B-R a happy place.

Jay Lavigne works carefully on his pottery.

Shaela Thomas, Stephanie Thomas, and Melissa Webber show that girls have scissors too!

Erin Munise is thrilled with the lesson, while Adryan Domenico finds it to be less intriguing.

Katie Powers and Ashley Merriam show their school spirit at the Pep Rally.

Mike Quirk and Jesse Mead work through the yearbook pictures.

Darnell Kuykendall and “Scooter” Korske pose for a GQ magazine shoot at the holiday Party.

Best friends Cailin Doody and Liz Courcy have a ball.

“Oh wow, you’re costume looks great!” exclaims Cathy Fraser.

Disco dancer Rick Cifuni “busts a move” on the dance floor.

Brendan Barry, Kevin Walsh, Lou Orfanos, and Kurt Silvia thumb through the list of karaoke songs.

Pete “Santa” Yelle stops his deliveries for a quick picture.
Remembering Ryan

“When you part from your friend, grieve not. For that which you love most in him may be clearer in his absence, as the mountain to the climber is clearer from the plain.”

Khalil Gibran

A Tribute to Ryan

All of our prayers are with one special friend
Our memories of him will never end

He has an aggressive personality of which you are aware
And for those of us who know him, he is loving and sincere

His shining characteristics are his physical and mental strength
And when it came to caring for those he loved, he would go to any length

He is a friend you want with you when push comes to shove
This friend is Ryan Bettencourt, the friend we all love

We speak for all when telling you these things
Still it is hard to put into words the happiness he brings

We are no longer able to speak to Ryan face to face
But we shall treasure the memories until our paths cross in some other place

As you think of Ryan and a tear wells in your eye
Remember that this is not our final good-bye

Ryan, we miss you and all that you have done
But we know you will be watching over us with God and his son

As we continue on with our lives and you watch all we do
Remember that until our paths cross again, Ryan, WE LOVE YOU.

The loss of our close friend Ryan Bettencourt during our freshman year is an experience that one will ever forget. Ryan was truly a special person, whose memory will live on in our hearts. As a member of the football and hockey teams, Ryan inspired and encouraged all of those around him. His attitude on the field and in the classroom elevated his status as an outstanding member of the Bridgewater-Raynham community. Ryan's outgoing personality and flair for life set him apart from all others. Those who knew Ryan know just how much he meant to our school; his memory will live on forever.

1. A collage of pictures of Ryan and his friends was put together by his close friends.
2. Ryan and brother Justin show their B-R pride on the football team.
3. Ryan shares an exciting moment with friends after graduating from LaLiberte Jr. High.
Remembering Katie

Life on Earth
By Edgar A. Guest

When they shall ask me over there
What did you see, what did you do,
In what great splendors did you share?
Tell us about the folks you knew.
I’ll bet they’ll smile to hear me say:
“I saw the tulips bloom in May.”

Spring after Spring I loved the breeze
Which clover blossomed to perfume;
I watched the birds build nests in trees
And saw the roses come to bloom.

For trout I used to wade the streams,
And had an endless stock of dreams.

The heart of me was often gay.
Despite the cares I had to bear;
There never came a dreary day
But what some loveliness was there;
And rich or poor or great of low,
The friends I made were good to know.

I had a little garden there,
A home where it was good to stay;
I’d food for all, and some to spare.
And there were games I loved to play;
And though I sighed for pleasure lost,
Life on earth was worth its cost.

Throughout her life Katie Burt touched the hearts of many. She always brought a smile to their faces, even when there was not one on her own. Katie always knew how to make people laugh and have a good time no matter what the circumstances. She always had time for her friends, and would do almost anything for them (even drive out of her way just to see a guy they liked). Those of us who were her softball team remember how she fearlessly guarded the team mascot, Eeyore. Even though we were the Tigers, it didn’t matter to her. Among her many talents were her ability to dance and sing. In fact, one of her favorite classes at B-R was chorus. She most enjoyed after-school trips to Friendly’s to get her favorite snack... mozzarella sticks. Katie never took anything for granted, and always lived her life to the fullest extent possible. Although our futures may be uncertain, one thing is for sure; Katie will live on in our hearts forever.

1. At the band banquet, Katie and her father share a dance.
2. Katie and younger sister Elizabeth enjoyed a special childhood moment.
3. Katie, with friends Julie LaVoie and Cathy Cobbet, take a break from the prom excitement to pose for a picture.
4. Katie shared her musical flair with the B-R chorus.
5. Jessica Powloski perfects the curl in Katie’s hair before a showing of Cinderella.
Looking back...

...on the early years of our lives, many wonderful memories come to mind. We'll always look back and laugh at our Halloween costumes and our bizarre adventures. All the girls wanted to be Barbie, and all the boys wanted to be G.I. Joe (sold separately). Saturday mornings were our time to watch cartoons and eat our favorite cereal. We loved watching the Smurfs, and the Muppets, and eating Captain Crunch. We loved our fluffy blankets and good luck stuffed animals. Most of us still cherish these items today, but of course we won't tell anyone.

Our toys...

...filled our days. We loved playing Nintendo and seeing how many times we could go around the Skip! Top left: Even at a young age, Adam Crossman shows his ability to skillfully carry the ball.
Top right: Alexandria Moreau rests after taking her Cabbage Patch kids for a walk.
Lower left: Cabbage Patch "Mom" Maura O'Day loves her kids to pieces.
Lower middle: Jennifer Elliz never goes anywhere without her bunny rabbit.
Lower right: Jennifer Ocasio proudly models her favorite Care Bears shirt.
it. We rode our scooters and Big Wheels around the block causing a ruckus. When we got inside, we played Crossfire and Hungry Hungry Hippos. And we all wanted to be doctors playing Operation.

Life was a breeze, and we had time to enjoy Sesame Street and Mr. Roger’s Neighborhood. We never had to worry about homework or school. The only writing we did was on our driveways with sidewalk chalk.

**Holidays...**

... were times of magic. We could be anyone or anything we wanted to be on Halloween. Snow meant sledding, building huge snowmen, and the winter holidays coming soon. We helped with the decorations, could hardly contain our excitement about Santa’s visit, and our eyes grew wide with wonder at what he left for us under the tree.

On Halloween, Left: Tara Bradshaw; pretend to be a quarterback. Right: In costume, Andrew Leahy clown around.

Left: Jill Stapleigh loves her Christmas present. Right: Katie Azar hangs her stocking by the chimney with care.

Left: Matt Santorso loves his new wooden rocking horse.
Our tastes... 

...were simple. Give us a big bowl of Cheerios or Ed Casabian, (top) shows us, and our day was made. For most of us, like Cathy Cobert (bottom) a birthday still wouldn’t be complete without chocolate cake.

Only a few years later, all the girls sung along to Dirty Dancing and all the boys wanted to be Rocky. The girls, and even some of the boys loved Tiffany, Mariah Carey, The Bangles, and Debbie Gibson. The boys will never forget Billy Joel, and Bruce Springsteen. Our favorite toys were Cabbage Patch Kids and He-Man characters. We roamed in every week to watch Danger Mouse and Fraggle Rock. We always wanted the newest transformer, or the newest My Little Pony Doll.

Most of all, from our childhood, we’ll never forget our friends. Remembering the first time we met our best friend, and the fun we had, we’ll remember for all time. Most importantly, after all this time our friends have stuck with us, through thick and thin, through all these years.

Right: Julia Marcin-Kiewicz helps decorate.
The 1999 Fall Sports Pep Rally was a spectacular. Led by spirited performances by the band, color guard, and cheerleaders, this year’s Pep Rally was one for the ages. The gym was decorously decorated from wall to wall, and students’ spirits ran high; sporting red and white clothing, makeup, and fake customs. Last but not least, the football team blazed their way through a dance routine, while the students laughed the day away.
2. Senior girls Shannon Jackson, Katie Collins, Kristina Reade, Kate Posner, Lea Eberstadt, Melanie Oeter, and Allison Battistone show their spirit.
3. The Sophomore Class shows its support for the fall sports teams.
5. Mr. Paul Urban thanks for his many years of service as Athletic Director.
6. Stephanie Longley and Jill Buckley are shown here for the junior class.
7. An error was made with the first chance to get back at the rally.
8. Melanie Oeter shows great enjoyment in cleaning up the gym after the rally.
17
Shannon Jackson helps the class of 2000 light up the gym.
18. The boys and girls Senior teamsplus Mike Welch, get recognized at the pep rally for their fantastic season.
19. Colleen Walsh and Sean Jones are the new entertainment unit.
20. Steve Heron, Kevin Kane, and Brian Barry get ready to send... Arena P-Sask into orbit.
21. Tucson supporter Kyle McCarthy later comes to the front during the cheerleaders' routine.
22.1 Senators Colleen Roberts, Lea Gey, Alex Brandt, Terry Haney, Gary Riddle and John Robid enjoy their last pep rally.
24. Russell Campbell makes the moves off the field with Joe Redline at the Pop Rally.
25. Coach Brown looks to Nick Collins for advice during his pep talk at the rally.
26. The football players fumble their way through yet another cheerleading routine.
The Junior Prom held at Lombardo’s on May 21st, 1999 will always hold a special place in our hearts. King and Queen Jeff Kariske and Cassie Clifford lead the dancing, while the silver and champagne decorations, garnished in the background and Ashton’s “Angel” was heard. The hours flew by and that special evening will never be forgotten.

1. Friends Derek Chaffin, “Secrets” Kariske and Brian Gorg play the ladies in their black and whites.
2. Tony Shanks leads Diana White the delicious steamed carrots.
3. Nicole Nelson, Stacia Smith, Cassie Julius and April Solis share a smile before the big night.
4. Jon Knaufford and Matt Mautales show off their duties with K.C. Laughlin and Stacia Smith.
5. Friends Melissa evans and Kristin Beadle enjoy the moment.
6. King Jeff Kariske and Queen Cassie Clifford share a special dance.
7. After dinner, Sarah Koop and Joanna Emery visit for the dancing to begin.
1. On the dance floor, Ryan Marvin and Kaita Delgado move to the music.
2. Pete White impresses the crowd with hisAllmriing moves.
3. Sharing a special moment are Julie De Witt, Sheila Thomas, and Cathy Carter.
4. Cowboy and Bill Murphy discoue their after-prom plans.
5. The boys partake in their own band.
6. Lovely ladies, Julie Marsden, Courtney Knoll, Nicole Burds, and Kerri Kangro, share their dances.
7. Nicole Knoll, Brian Moore, and Rhett Moore dance the night away.
8. Katie Simmons and Dave White share the center stage Prom King and Queen.
9. Scott Harris and Sam Kennedy share a close moment.
10. The crowd wonders who will be crowned King and Queen.
11. Dan Egan, Keith Hill, Brandon Hill, Brian Berry, Jay Ellore, Alain Vassar, Allen Findlay, and Stuart Harbison urge boys to "Just stay until we get out on the dance floor!"
The Semi Formal this year was an interesting event. Surrounded by the threat of ticket scalping, two DJs and close to one thousand students attending, this year's Semi-Formal was a smashing success. The crowned king and queen of this year's Semi-Formal were a proud and excited Andrew Zanby and Jessica Tanna. Despite the fact that the gym felt like the tropics, and that many students missed Mr. and Mrs. Regionals platform, all attending had loads of fun and danced the night away.

1. Ryan Sullivan and Julia Maceikiewicz are ready and waiting for this year's semi-formal.
2. Great friends Valerie Vermillion, Kelli Albearn, Sherryl Belletier, April Siler, Ariana Di Scanzo, Nicole Mitan, and Shelly Cullifer show us how to get down on the dance floor.

The Semi Formal this year was an interesting event. Surrounded by the threat of ticket scalping, two DJs and close to one thousand students attending, this year's Semi-Formal was a smashing success. The crowned king and queen of this year's Semi-Formal were a proud and excited Andrew Zanby and Jessica Tanna. Despite the fact that the gym felt like the tropics, and that many students missed Mr. and Mrs. Regionals platform, all attending had loads of fun and danced the night away.

1. Ryan Sullivan and Julia Maceikiewicz are ready and waiting for this year's semi-formal.
2. Great friends Valerie Vermillion, Kelli Albearn, Sherryl Belletier, April Siler, Ariana Di Scanzo, Nicole Mitan, and Shelly Cullifer show us how to get down on the dance floor.
3. Pete Johnson, Dan Mackman, Joe Cantello, and Bob Threlkeld stand up against each other in their finest attire.
4. Craig Ondet shows he has more fun playing pool than he does dancing.
5. Brian Berry, Katie Simmons, Matthew Laveda, Jon Pohl, Jon Hartford, Maria O'Dwyer, Erin Mauro, and Pat Murphy, the finalists for Miss and Mr. Regional stand behind the winners, Andrew Leach and Sasa Kana.
6. Pam Robinson, Danielle Jones, and Ellen Sanderson share a moment together before they head off to the dance.
The Class of 1999 had their Senior Holiday Party on Friday, December 17th, 1999. Dressing up in everything from the Nineties to the Space Race, the party boasted a spectacular light show and exciting music that thrilled the student body. The highlight of the evening was the student band's cover of "The Lion Sleeps Tonight" by Mylon LeFevre and Carmen Calloway, "How to Lost That Loving Feeling," by Russell Thompkins, Jr., Barry White, Al Green, and Stylers Harble, and "Old Time Rock n Roll" by Ben E. King and the Drifters. At the end of the evening, everyone gathered in a tight circle and sang to Queen's "Time of My Life." The students created this memorable evening to be one to remember.

1. Eun Minu gets silly during her karaoke performance.
2. Angela Orzech, Kristina Beula, Katie Brown, and Shannon Jackson sing off their cleavage.
3. Prince Royce Ryan Sullivan finally finds Public Street Bar
4. Matt Santos and Ryan Loeser shout "Yoga, Yoga, Yoga!" before entering the holiday party.
5. Camgirl Terra Marie and Alyssa Clark enjoy the holiday party.
6. Best friends Ashley Terriss and Cathy Fraser show off their sparkling attire.
Class of 2000 Superlative

Most Likely to Succeed: Ed Casabian and Terry Moniz

Class Clowns: Matt Mantalos and Lori Doris

Most Athletic: Orestis Tiliakos and Danielle Dangoia

Most School Spirit: Peter Yelle and Colleen Hennessey

Most Michevious: Justin Bettencourt and Julia Marcinkiewicz

Loudest: Jesse Mead and Jessica Fama

Most Talkative: John Ferreira and Jen Pohl

Friendliest: Steve Marcotte and Maura O’Day

Most Flirtatious: Darnell Kuykendall and Tara Melo
Class Actors: Kurt Hartwell and Nina Henderson

Class Musicians: Andrew Leahy and Diana Tatro

Best Dancers: "Skooter" Korske and Corinne Clifford

Worst Drivers: Jon Hartford and Leslie Miller

Best Friends: Bobby MacKenzie, Chris Yafrote, and Kevin Herrot
Nicole Nihan and April Silva

Best Dressed: Jay LeClerc and Katie Simmons

Most Confused: Adam Crossman and Melissa Venutti

Quietest: Sean Donahue and Stacey Perry

Class Artists: Chris Caitillo (drawn by Sharon) and Sharon Locantore (drawn by Chris)
Each year at the Regional brings its own challenges and rewards. As freshmen, we discovered the rumors of kids getting stuffed into lockers by seniors were totally false, and that the main problem was remembering where our classes were and trying to get there on time. Day G was a total mystery.

When we entered sophomore year, we were forced to become more independent. With the PSATs we got our first dose of the reality that college was right around the corner for most of us. Many began driver’s ed. and started dreaming about our first car. Sophomore year gave us a chance to make a name for ourselves.

As we became juniors, it seemed like we now had a place at the high school. We developed more mature perspectives on life, partly because we now had jobs to keep our not so dreamy cars on the road. We tried to get to school early enough to find a parking place on Crane Street. The pressure was on us to keep up our grades as we talked about what we wanted to do after we graduated. The Junior Prom, on the other hand, gave us some of the best memories of our lives.

1. Rob Ferris and Matt Johnson try new angles in Geometry.
2. During lunch, Brandon Maltby adds dressing to his salad on spaghetti day.
3. Girls learn the value of stretching out before exercising in gym.
4. Football players Dave Gilrein, Nick Gorga, and Tim Killea fumble their way thought history.
5. Mrs. Murphy helps Kim Weeks, Andy Maynard, Wendy Warniment, and Nick Silvia work on their Math.
6. Jill Sullivan focuses in on her block print in art class.
7. Adrian Bosse and Anne McLaughlin explore the medium of papier maché.
8. In the hall, Chris Flynn prepares the display case for the US First team.
9. Mrs. Casabian's class enjoys time off from their excruciating work outs.
11. In Chemistry, Sean Jones finds the assignment elementary.
Holly Laubinger shows off her quick footwork.
study hard.

Kelli Burke
Elizabeth Burt
Nicole Butts
Scott Byam
Melissa Cabral
Kevin Calabrese
Rachael Calise

Christopher Campbell
Ashley Caparell
Jenna Capozzi
Karen Carlson
Vanessa Carney
Jared Carroll

Christopher Chambers
Mary Chambers
Katelyn Chappell
Jennifer Chaves
Timothy Chiappini
Katherine Chiocca

Amanda Clapp
Donna Clark
Elizabeth Colburn
Bernard Cobb
Clint Cooper
Kenneth Correia    Laura Courcy    Ashley Coury    Christopher Coyman
Natalee Crimmins    Timothy Cronin    Jessica Cr
Camille Curry    Matthew Cushing    Joshua Cuttings    Brigid Dailey
David Danforth    Christina Dasilva    Daniel De
Ashley DeForge    Sara DeLeo    Craig Derocher    Ryan Derosiers
Jillian Diliddo    Christina Doris    Andrew D
Michael Driscoll    Christopher Duerden    Karyl Dunham    Daniel Dupuis
Staci Durso    Sheena Eaton    Andrew Eaton
Julie Innocenzi powers a kick toward the goal.
Bethany Farías    Heather Feldman    Vianka Feliciano
Gregory Feroli    Michelle F
Mike Zella and Brian Noone keep their fingers on "home row" in typing.
Carrie Melcher reaches down to her gym locker.
Kim duFault perfects her tetrahedron.
Chris Sietens love pasta day at school.
Vanessa Carney uses her keen hand-eye coordination in a science experiment.
At the holiday concert, Aime Bonaparte harmonizes with the chorus.

Jen Chaves, Nicole Kimball, Chrsitsina Doris, Chelsey St. Martin, and Elise McCann enjoy their first pep rally.
School Store

The B-R School store has been in existence for over ten years. Approximately five years ago, space in the cafeteria was given to the Business Seminar class for the creation of an actual store. Since then, the store has provided students with school supplies, B-R clothing, snacks and drinks. The most popular of these snacks are: Peanut Butter M&M's, Sour Patch Kids, Cheddar Cheese Cracker Combo's, and Mentos. On regular visits, students also purchase pens, sweatshirts, and calculator batteries. Over the years, the Business Seminar class has provided and displayed designs and creative suggestions on how to improve the image of the store. During the past 2 years, the services have expanded and the doors are open during lunch hours, as well as before and after school. The students from Mrs. Winsor's Life Skills class, as well as Mr. Peterson's Industrial Arts class have provided much needed help in the area of maintenance, such as cleaning, painting, and stocking. The students
of B-R would be lost without the school store.

1. The school store staff: Mrs. Dooley, Myisha Wilmore, Marisol Ocasio, Tyisha Wilmore, Ricky Powers, Mr. Fisher, Nat Begley, Nina Henderson, Shariah Boston, Nick Silvia, William Shirosky, Mr. Peterson.
2. Marisol Ocasio advertises a twizzler for the after school crowd.
3. Tyisha Wilmore thanks a loyal customer for shopping at the school store.
4. Alex Hoyo stocks up on candy and mints.
5. Mrs. Dooley and Shariah Boston show off the quality merchandise sold at the school store.
6. Nina Henderson and Shariah Boston work the morning shift.
7. Nick Silvia restocks the school store beverage machine.
8. Myisha Wilmore helps her costumer make an important choice.
9. Tyisha Wilmore shows how much she loves Swedish Fish.
10. Shariah Boston models her B-R attire as Mrs. Dooley looks on.
Rachel Blanchette and Ally Silva struggle to remember their locker combinations.
Andy Merriam and Kyle Buckley smile for the camera.
Meghan Alden excitedly recites her favorite piece of poetry.
Concentrates on the pitch.
Carrie Simmons is on the prowl for the Trojan defense.

Michael Lipus  Katelyn Lopresti  Leanne Lortie  Elizabeth Lucchetti  Christine L.  

Jennifer Iamele  Melissa Ignagni  Kristin Inglis  Erik Iverson  Andrew Jaffe  Staci James  Shannon J.  

Manhew Johnson  Calvin Jones  Meghann Jones  sean Jones  Kyle Jose  Joanne Joseph  Jacqueline J.  

Natalie Justice  Michael Keith  Mikel Kelle  Erin Kelleher  Maura Kelley  Jennifer Kennedy  Michael Kiff  

Kevin Kresser  Bonnie Kucinski  Katrina Lacasse  Rachel Ladd  Kacie Lamontagne  Steven Landry  Katherine L.  

Molly Lawton  Patrick Lee  Mark Lemmo  Robert LeRoux  Jesse Libb
Chris Grant works diligently on his homework.
Nick Palmeri looks on as Nick Orfanos constructs a gumdrop polyhedra.
You can't stop Monica Silva, you can only hope to contain her.
Far left: Omar Zeid ponders the meaning of his most recent literary adventure.

Left: Wednesday is school spaghetti day for Lee Beane.
This year's Modern World Affairs Club was fantastic! Led by Mr. Jeff Sylvia, the Modern World Affairs Club attended the Harvard University sponsored Model U.N. The group went to Boston for four days in January and was able to argue serious world issues with other high school students from all over the world. Attorney and coach Steve Elliot helped the club get prepared for the infamous mock trial. The B-R mock trial team did a great job debating this year's case. What lies ahead for the B-R modern world affairs club next year? Come to their first meeting next season and see what is making all of these kids wear suits to school!

1. Angela Berghaus, Alison Ciullo, Terry Moniz, and Michelle Byers get together with their advisor, Mr. Sylvia, at the model U.N. conference.
2. Terry Moniz and Sara Bissonette put their heads together to try and figure out a perfect strategy.
3. Rob Cautillo, Katie Moore, and Steve Hegarty are all smiles after a successful mock trial.
4. Cheryl Cote, Michelle Byers, and Lyndsey Arrighi marvel at the wonder of it all.
6. Joanna Conroy smiles and gives a glance to the back of the room at the assembly.
7. Steve Hegarty is grilled at the stand by the mock trial lawyer.
Katie Schavrien practices her lines in drama class.
With perfect form, Adam Derosher eyes his tee off.
In study, Rob Cautillo reads up on American Literature.
Ryan Schleicher makes a run toward the net.
Kristen Dzialo can’t believe the gossip she hears while chatting with Kristen Claiborne at lunch.
Tim Bumpus shows he wants to be all he can be.
Matt Noblin demonstrates that play rehearsal is hard work.
Crystal Walsh  Thomas Wanner  Kirsten Weinrich  Timothy Wenson  Jessica Wentworth

Tawn Wheeler  Garry Whitfield  Barry Wilson  Laura Winsor  Brett Wright

Gregory Yelle  Jennifer Young  Nicole Young  Michael Zeller  Michael Zolga

Mike Leclair and classmates liven up study hall with a little “YMCA”.

Scott Peterson, Joanne Anderson, and Amanda Snow carefully prepare their lab area.

Nicole Tsika, Deena Zackary, and Jamie Chipman discuss the latest gossip.

Sean McGovern gets his daily dose of calcium.

Peter Johnson, Allyson Innocenzi, Jess Rawlins, Matt Columbo, and Bobby Sharland show some B-R spirit at this year’s pep rally.

John Kenney loves Ms. Burton’s Junior Honors English class!
The Art Department

Art is essential in all our lives to make us all well rounded individuals. The Bridgewater-Raynham art department has expanded and opened the minds of people who enjoy all different styles of art. There are many courses to choose from, including Intro to Art, Ceramics and Crafts, Drawing and Painting, and Sculpture and Design. In Intro to Art, students learn about the many elements of art and experiment in various art styles. After this introductory course, the student chooses which media most appeals to him or her. In Ceramics and Crafts, clay is transformed into beautiful works of art, such as bowls, mirror frames, boxes, and whistles. In Drawing and Painting, the students learn to refine their drawing skills using a variety of media. Sculpture and design allows the students to take a concept from two dimensions into the third dimension. Work from the art department has been exhibited at the state house, and some of the B-R art students have received awards for their achievements in art. In the spring, the art club and music department will put on a "Music and Arts Festival" to showcase both departments.
1. The Art Club proudly shows off their costumes and decorations for their Mardi Gras festival.
2. Adam Derosier gets expert advise from Mrs. Brown on how to perfect the features in his self portrait.
3. Anne McLoughlin proudly shows off her pottery in its final stages.
4. Adryon Domenico works patiently and meticulously on a self portrait.
5. Unfinished pottery awaits a final trip to the kiln before the students begin to paint and decorate.
6. Ian Curry becomes one with Bob Marley as he puts the finishing touches on his masterpiece.
7. Adrienne Bossi and Erin Leary are busy glazing their ancestor projects.
8. Carrie Sabine displays her Day of the Dead skeleton in its beginning stages.
9. Liz Courcy carefully adds another coil to her pot.
10. With the help of a standing mirror, Jeff Bowman finds self portraiture illuminating...
11. Diana White inspects her nearly finished pottery and smooths out any imperfections.
Athletics has become a way of life for students at Bridgewater-Raynham. The camaraderie, the sportsmanship, and the wonderful memories that our sports have given us are unbelievable. Our athletics have taught us much about life, who we are, and what we can accomplish, as much as any lesson we learned in the classroom. As B-R Trojans, we have more success than any other team in the Old Colony League. This year was no exception, as the Trojan teams ran supreme.

1. Middle distance superstar, Jill Buckley, leads B-R to another victory.
2. Pitcher Mike McGoogan fires a strike to the catcher's mitt.
3. The Girls Cross Country team begins another grueling three mile race.
4. Pam Rabouin fights her opponent for possession of the ball.
5. B-R's strong blockers protect quarterback Jay LeClerc as he looks for an open passing lane.
6. Shot Put all-star Kim Pacheco displays her perfect form.
7. B-R's fans support the football team at the first home game.
8. Running downfield, Brian Berry tramples his opponents.
9. Adam Desrosier watches the ball roll down the fairway.
10. Coach Pacheco and Ian Curry show their B-R soccer pride.
11. Kurt Silvia shows his fancy footwork as Mike Delgado, Dan Mackinnon, Dan Zackriewski, and Jon Neil watch in awe.
12. Tara Bradshaw warms up her arm before a big game.
Trojan's Pack Power

Football...
The football team came into the season very optimistic. Despite the loss of key players to injury, the Trojans were still very successful. Led by captains Brian Berry, Steve Barnard, Darnell Kuykendall, and Dave Gomes, the Trojans posted a 7-3 record en route to the OCL Co-Championship. Winning key games against Taunton and Silver Lake, the Trojans were spectacular. Fueled by the plays of sophomore Richie Florence, and seniors Jay LeClerc, Adam Howe, and Ed Casabian, the offense shined. The Trojan defense was relentless, and was led by all seniors. Next year's team will have a tough task ahead of them, but hope to continue the championship tradition.

1. Adam Howe and Justin Bettencourt terrorize the opposing quarterback.
2. The defense punishes the Falmouth ballcarrier.
3. Adam Crossman and Jeff Moyer gather themselves after a huge play.
4. The stingy defensive line, led by Shaun Robison, is always in pursuit.
5. Darnell Kuykendall, Jesse Mead, and Dave Gomes sum up their hard-luck seasons.
6. The Trojan offense breaks the huddle led by their powerful line.
7. The B-R backfield prepares for a critical goal line play.
8. Tom Higginbotham follows through on a great hold by Adam Howe.
9. Scooter Korske looks to make a big hit.
10. Quarterback Jay LeClere focuses on his receiver as he rolls out to pass.

11. The field goal unit is ready for the snap.
12. Big Charles Elfman chases down the play.
13. Linebackers Brian Berry and Steve Barnard lurk on the defensive side of the ball.
14. B-R’s defense awaits another chance to stop the opponent.
One Point Shy of Tournament

Field Hockey...
The Varsity Field Hockey team was once again faced with a trying season, falling one point short of the state tournament. The offensive charge was led by forwards Erin Munise, Chrissy Hall, Erika Smith, and Jenny Pohl. They were backed up in the midfield by Sarah Peabody, Maura O’Day, and Michelle Byers. In the backfield, a solid defense was led by goalkeeper Danielle Dangoia, and defenders Lisa Carrozza and Rachel Ladd. Despite the disappointment, there were many memorable moments, after all, who could forget the sleep-overs and car wars? This was most definitely a season that will never be forgotten.

1. The team listens to Coach Casabian give advice on a time out.

2. “Goya” stands board as her team dominates the game.
3. Anxiously, Jen Pohl waits for the ball.
4. Fumbling around for the ball, Kelly McClory gets a penalty.
5. Erika Smith smashes the ball into the back of the net.
6. The team poses at an exciting Cape Cod Play Day.
7. Michelle Byers shows her team spirit while the girls joke around.
8. Rachel Ladd and Lisa Carrozza make a B-R sandwich out of Falmouth.
9. The Trojans get together before a big night game.
10. Manager Melanie Owens keeps track of the score.
12. The seniors team up for one last picture.
13. Jen Pohl, Maura O’Day, Erika Smith, and Heather Robertson get close for a picture at a pre-game pasta party.
Trojans win OCL Championship

Boys’ Soccer...
The Boys’ Varsity Soccer team picked up right where they left off recording another outstanding season. Under the leadership of captains Orestis Tiliakos and Kurt Silvia, the Trojans captured the OCL Championship in a 2-1 thriller over league rival Silver Lake. The Trojans, directed by George Pacheco finished 14-5-7, earning a spot in the MIAA state tournament. Seniors Greg Hylander, Keith & Brendan Gill, and Sean Hetherington played key roles in the team’s success. Hopes remain high for next year as juniors Andy Hamilton and Ryan Schleicher plan to take charge.

1. With his quick footwork, Sean Hetherington slides the ball past a Plymouth South defender.
2. A determined Kurt Silvia ponders a shot on the net.
3. Andy Hamilton makes a nice pass to an upfield teammate.
4. Ryan Schleicher battles for the ball.
5. The B-R defense confidently sets up a wall.
7. Orestis Tiliakos soars to fire a shot on the net.
Exciting Season for Lady Trojans

Girls' Soccer...

The Girls' Soccer Team finished with an impressive record, winning the Old Colony League Championship. The returning seniors, Lori Cyr, Angela Robak, Karen Chouinard, Terry Moniz, and Katie Powers led the way to victory. The young team learned a lot this season, especially the key to victory. With Coach Heslin on their side, the Lady Trojans had an exciting game against North Quincy. They fell just short of winning the state Tournament. Next year should be an outstanding one with the core of their team returning.

1. Al Innocenzi sends a pass upfield.
2. Kristi O'Brien knocks down a defender and runs toward the ball.
3. A determined Karen Chouinard sprints onto the ball.
4. Pam Rabouin fires a shot on the net.
5. Laura King battles a Barnstable defender.
6. Carrie Simmons brings the ball up the field.
7. Team picture: Coach Heslin, Katie Simmons, Lindsey Arrighi, Monica Silva, Anne Broadbent, Karen Chouinard, Carrie Simmons, Angela Robak, Lori Cyr, Hadley Hanson, Laura King, Ana Moniz, Sarah Carr, Paula Moniz, Alyson Innocenzi, Terry Moniz, Katie Powers, Sophia Myers, Pam Rabouin, Meg Connery, Sue Noblin and Katie Barber.

135
Runners Stay Focused

Boys’ Cross Country...

For the Trojan runners, 1999 was a season of amazing effort and competition. Although the team suffered with a record of 2-5, they managed to take three of the top ten spots in the league meet. Led by senior captain Ryan Morin and junior superstar Geoff Churchill, B-R never gave up its determination or winning attitude needed to survive the grueling workouts of coach Joe Lemar. The supportive atmosphere also fostered excellent seasons from Eric Mulholland, Tim Chiappini, and Bill Gamble. Losing two of the top three runners, the team expects to rebuild in 2000.

1. Trojan runners anticipate the gun.
2. “Wild Bill” Gamble leaves his opponents in the dust.
3. Eric Mulholland finishes hard on the home course of Borden Colony.
4. Dedicated team runners Mark Krikorian and Greg Dillon show their prowess.
5. Ryan Morin and Geoff Churchill open their stride and quickly make it down the hill.
7. With perfect form, Geoff Churchill pulls ahead of his competition.
Trojan Women Run Hard

Girls' Cross Country...

The Girls' Cross Country team made 1999 an exciting season, despite a few minor setbacks. With a record of 3-4 and a fourth place finish in the league meet, Coach Paul Urban, Jr. was happy with the progress of this young team. Under the leadership of senior captains Laura Karns and Cheryl Cote, the girls came together and ran their hearts out against the toughest teams in the state, while showing their opponents that Trojans never give up. The varsity seven, consisting of Laura Karns, Pam Carbone, Alison Paul, Joanna Douillette, Allison Chandler, and the freshmen Christina Ricciardi and Kristen Francoeur made their teammates proud, while having fun along the way.

1. The B-R girls run toward victory against Silver Lake.
2. Jen Anderson and Cathy Silva work the hills, with Sarah Diamond following closely behind.
3. Cheryl Cote and Pam Carbone relax with coach Urban before a big meet.
4. The team psyches out opponents by doing the B-R cheer.
5. Joanna Douillette and Alison Paul add depth to the team.
6. Laura Karns, Pam Carbone and Alison Paul are congratulated by Kristen Cassidy after another big race.
Young Guns Lead the Way

Golf...

The golf team finished third in the Old Colony League this year with an 8-5-1 record. They placed fourth in the Old Colony League Tournament with Brendan Casey, Adam Derosier, and Corey Blanchard all placing within the top ten. Led by junior co-captains Brendan Casey and Adam Derosier the team met and surpassed all expectations. The other key contributors of this year's team included: Chris Rego, Dan O'Connell, Greg Caron, Dave Stelmach, Rob Ferris, Joe Cantelli, Evan Melford, and Matt Cayhill. The team is not losing any of its starters and all the players have high hopes both the Old Colony League and also for the State Championship in the upcoming 2000 season.

1. Joe Cantelli practices his swing with the rest of the team at Old Scotland Links.
2. Greg Caron eyes his ball as Adam Derosier sets up the tee.
3. After a perfect swing, Brendan Casey watches the ball soar down the fairway.
4. Christopher Rego chips his ball out of the rough.
5. Dave Stelmach and Steve Protz eagerly make their way to the next hole.
6. Team picture: Dennis Rodrigues, Chris Rego, Derek Philippi, Rob Ferris, Matt Columbo, Matt Cahill, Cory Blanchard, Steve Protz, Evan Melford, Joe Cantelli, Adam Derosier, Brendan Casey, Dave Stelmach, Dan O'Connell, Greg Caron, and Coach Pimental.
7. Dan O'Connell gets assistance from experienced Coach Pimental.
Excellent Efforts Prove Invaluable

Volleyball...

The Trojan Volleyball team had a good second year despite their losses. They all played hard and worked together and proved the saying, "There's no I in team," to be true. Hopefully, in years to come, the volleyball team will excel to new heights and one day will be undefeated. What pulled them through this year was all the hard work and dedication they put in to it, as well as the encouragement from their fans. Their captains Alyssa Asack, Allyson Battistini, Corinne Clifford, Lori Doris, and Carolyn Horseman, and their Coaches Sylvia and Vincent also were wonderfully supportive. The hard work they put into practice and their game has helped them to improve in every way 100%.

1. The senior girls share a special moment at their final home game.
2. Sarah Kelley, Caroline Horseman, Alyssa Asack, Lori Doris and Corinne Clifford celebrate after a crucial point.
3. The Trojan women intently listen to Coach Sylvia before another thrilling game.
4. Corinne Clifford “bumps” the ball high into the air.
5. Lori Doris blocks her opponent as Alyssa Asack watches carefully.
6. Alyssa Asack perfects her serve as she warms up with the team.
Team Overcomes Obstacles

Cheerleading...
This year’s varsity cheerleading team won the right to advance as far as the south-sectional competition. Plagued by many injuries, this team has had to overcome many obstacles. Lead by captains Tara Oliveira, April Silva, and Nikki Nihan, along with seniors Arianna D’Sousa, Katelyn Gale, Meghan Callahan, Shelley Cuellar, Elise Pelletier, and Christina Fedele, these girls had a fun and successful year. The team would like to thank Tim for all his time. The seniors would like to wish all the underclassmen the best of luck! Girls Just Wanna Have Fun!

1. April Silva and Renee Benoit shake it up at the pep rally.
2. The cheerleaders perform their famous halftime show.
3. Nicole Nihan towers over the B-R student body.
4. Kim Pacheco and Shelly Cuellar show their B-R pride.
5. Katelyn Gale and Meghan Callahan cheer as the football team is announced.
7. Ashley Rodrigues and Irene Gouveia give Desiree Rose a lift.
Trojans win OCL Title

Wrestling...

Nothing could stop this years wrestling team from achieving their goals. The strong leadership of captains Aaron Sesin, Zack McGovern, and Adam Weafer catapulted the Trojans right to the top of the Old colony League. A momentum-gaining win over Plymouth South culminated in B-R’s league title-clenching victory over Silver Lake. This years seniors pass on a legacy of winning and excellent sportsmanship for teams in the years ahead.

Contributions from all weight classes leave the team confident that it will carry on its winning tradition “Go hard or go home.”

1. Lee Beane overpowers the competition.
2. Ryan Mandeville works his way out of a trouble spot.
3. Aaron Sesin takes his opponent for a ride.
4. Ryan Gracia is one of B-R’s best lightweights.
5. Adam Weafer uses an aggressive hold for the win.
6. Zack McGovern and his opponent go head to head.
7. Dave Gilrein attempts a valiant comeback.
Trojans Race Hard

Boys’ Winter Track....

The Boys' Winter Track Team had another successful year. Unfortunately, they missed winning by just one point in their last meet to league rival Silver Lake. Lead by captains Ryan Morin, Eric Mulholland, and Darnell Kuykendall, the Trojans finished with a 6-1 record. Mark Anderson, Kach Nwosu, Ryan Morin, and Geoff Churchill, were league all-stars this year. The team was lead by Geoff Churchill in the 2-mile, Ryan Morin in the mile, Eric Mulholland in the 1000, Kach Nwosu and Mark Anderson in the 300, Luther Smith in the 55, and Bill Costa in the shotput. Clint Cooper and Jay Weingold also had good seasons as freshmen, and show promise to be great runners in the next three years. The team had a strong showing at the OCL Meet where many runners placed, helping complete the boys’ track team season.

1. Tim Chiappini gets ready to power past his opponent.
2. Peter Yelle discusses strategy with his teammates before a meet.
3. Ahmed Chaudary goes for the gold!
4. Kach Nwosu prepares for a powerful “takeoff.”
5. Ben Bascon leaps over the high jump with ease.

7. Ryan Morin demonstrates that running is mental as well as physical.
Track Stars Make School History

Girls’ Winter Track......

For the first time in school history, the Girls’ Winter Track team won the Old Colony League championship, going undefeated throughout the entire season. Led by captains Anne Broadbent and Cheryl Cote, and seniors Angela Robak, Shannon Jackson, and Cory Buckley, the girls exceeded all of coach McDavitt’s expectations. Great efforts and outstanding results shown by enthusiastic underclassmen prove that the Trojans will be a force to reckon with over the next few years.

1. Angela Robak and Shannon Jackson listen intently to Coach Lane’s long jump strategies.
2. Out of the blocks quickly is Chrissy Hall.
3. With perfect form, Jessica Rawlins flies by her opponents.
4. Anne Broadbent concentrates on her breathing.

5. In the 600m race, Kate Delgado leads the field.
6. Sabrina Gambill soars over the bar with ease.
7. Team Picture: Chrissy Hall, Shannon Jackson, Angela Robak, Anne Broadbent, Sophie Myers, Kate Delgado, Pam Carbone, Molly Lawton; Row 2: Holly Laubinger, Anne Bruckman, Meg Connerty, Kate Kruppe, Kim Smith, Nicole Gelinas, Jen Measor, Kylie Biela, Barrie Guarino, Jessica Rawlins, Cathy Silva; Row 3: Jen Daly, Caroline Mailloux, Sara Salamon, Liz Beshansky, Kacie Lamontaigne, Kristen Follett, Elise McCann, Kyla Harrington, Christina Ricciardi, Rachel Calise, Maureen Lee, Sabrina Gambill, Andrea Forman, Kristin White, Kayleena Tunewicz, Denise Bentley, Britanna Theilker, Radha Sinha, Christina Doris, Kristen Franceour, Chelsea St. Martin, Liz Lucchetti, Laura Ford, Jen Zolga.
Trojans Storm Into the Tournament

Boys' Basketball......
The Bridgewater-Raynham Boys' Basketball Team had a surprising year. Recovering from the loss of last years' starters proved to be easy as they fought their way to capture second place in the Old Colony League. A momentum building victory against Barnstable helped the Trojans storm into the tournament. The team was led by captains Keith Gill and Jason LeClerc, along with seniors Ed Casabian, Brendan Gill, Brendan Barry, and Mike Welch, along with the support and expertise from coach Fisher. The team also got help from the infamous sixth man B-R fan club, and ended the season with a 14-6 record.

1. Ed Casabian gets down and dirty going for a steal.
2. Captain Jay LeClerc “D’s up” against Plymouth South.
3. Craig Audette shoots a floater from the base line.
4. Mike Welch looks for the ball as he maneuvers around a pick.
5. Steve Durso pushes the ball quickly up the floor.
6. Brendan Barry and teammates listen as Coach Fisher goes over the game plan.
7. Matt Cahill goes up for the jumper.
8. Ed Casabian dishes the ball to a teammate cutting the lane.
9. Demonstrating his incredible court vision, Matt Badiali looks for an open pass.
10. Keith Gill launches a three-pointer over his opponent.

11. Matt Badiali and Greg Hiltz scrap for a rebound under the basket.
Coach Cunniff Nets His 400th Win

Girls’ Basketball......

It was a successful year for the Lady Trojans despite a few close setbacks. This year Coach Cunniff guided the girls to their 16th straight tournament birth and on their way gained his 400th win. The seniors Sarah Peabody, Lori Cyr, Danielle Dangoia, and Angela Fix, led the charge for this hard working group of girls. The backcourt was run by junior guards Sue Noblin, Katie Barber, Laura King and Kristi O’Brien. Also, with the help of underclassmen Carrie Simmons and Kim Morast this proved to be a season that no one will soon forget.

1. With arm extended. Angela Fix posts up her opponent.
2. Awaiting the inbound pass. The Lady Trojans stack up against the competition.
3. “Defense” is Katie Barber’s middle name.
4. With her eyes on the prize, Sarah Peabody eagerly awaits the rebound.
5. Sarah Peabody and Lori Cyr combine forces to rebound the ball.
6. Angela Fix, Sue Noblin, and Danielle Dangoia stand determined.
7. The girls line up for the National Anthem before a key game against stiff competition.
8. The crowd goes wild after another swish by Danielle Dangoia.

10. Sarah Peabody means business at the free-throw line.
11. Team picture: Angela Fix, Sarah Peabody, Laura King, Danielle Dangoia, Lori Cyr, Kim Morast, Kristi O’Brien, Katie Barber, Carrie Simmons, and Sue Noblin.
12. Coach Cunniff fires up the team between quarters.
Team Terrorizes Opponents

Ice Hockey........

In the '99-'00 season, the Trojans Hockey team enjoyed well-earned success under the leadership of captains Orestis Tiliakos and Derek Chaffee, Goalie Shane Carney, and Coach Jones. The team displayed commitment and determination throughout the season, struggling through 5:30 a.m. practices and late night games. With improvements in agility, strategy, offense, and puck handling, the B-R fans showed up in overwhelming numbers. With the help of key players John Daly, Marc McGuire, Jason Akstín, and CJ Pennington, the future looks bright for the mighty Trojans.  
1. Shawn Brown chases the puck into the corner as Sean McGovern covers Brockton's #7.  
2. Dan Pickett and "Spud" Whitney pursue the puck as a Brockton defender crashes into the boards.  
3. Ready for anything, Marc McGuire keeps his eye on the puck.  
4. Orestis Tiliakos closes in on his opponent.  
5. Goaltender Shane Carney stays sharp as the puck goes to the corner.  
6. Team Picture: John Carr, Orestis Tiliakos, Derek Chaffee, Sean McGovern, Jason Balas, Shane Carney, Shawn Brown, Joseph Cantelli, John Daly, Craig Murray, Jeff Morin, Assistant Coach Geary, Dan Chipman, Dan Pickett, Marc McGuire, Jason Akstín, Adam Stevenson. Not pictured: Michael Quirk.  
7. John Daly protects goaltender Shane Carney from Brockton's defense.
Trojan Gymnasts Triumph

Gymnastics...

After graduating three spectacular seniors last year, the Trojan girls expected to use the 1999-2000 season to rebuild the team. Through strong encouragement from seniors Staci Freedman, Nikki Longo, and Elise Pelletier, as well as the expertise of coach O’Leary, the B-R gymnasts triumphed. After finishing fourth in the sectional meet, the girls banded together to finish in an amazing third in the state, receiving their highest score of the season at 136.05. Through the incredible efforts of the experienced seniors, junior Leah Milan, and their hard working teammates, they realized the important rule that “practice makes perfect!”

1. Staci Durso keeps her cool while balancing on the beam.
2. Coach O’Leary gives the girls a fiery pep talk before an important meet.
3. Elise Pelletier impresses the judges during her floor routine.
4. On the mats, Heather Costa shows her strength and flexibility.
5. Staci Freedman prepares for her approach on the vault.
6. Leah Milan steadies herself on the beam during a spectacular routine.
Dominance Continues

Boys' Tennis...

Last year, the Trojans continued their dominance of the Old Colony League, sharing the league title for the third time in the last four years. The team suffered a disappointing loss in the second round of the MIAA Tournament. The Trojans expect to continue the success in their 2000 campaign, with the help of captains of Ed Casabian and Scott Francoeur, along with returning starters Greg Dillon, Brendan Casey, and Steve Durso.

1. Dave Ozug gets ready to punish the ball.
2. Matt Black motors to get the running forehand.

3. Matt Shaw hits a winner down the line.
4. Scott Francoeur stabs at the forehand volley.
5. Team picture: Aaron Suedo, Dan Clarke, Dave Ozug, Mike Dobson, Scott Francoeur, Evan Melford, Matt Shaw, Coach Pimental, Cormack Rashada, Ed Casabian, Steve Durso, Greg Dillon, Brendan Casey, Mike Rich, Matt Black, Trevor Kelson.
6. Aaron Suedo concentrates to make the perfect shot.
Tennis Vixens Make B-R Proud

Girls’ Tennis......

The 1999 Girls’ Tennis team finished the season with the impressive record of 13-3 under the leadership of coach Paul Richards, and captains Christina Pelletier and Beth Ann Giovanoni. The team made it to the second round of the state tournament, impressing many on the way. The first doubles team of Katie Simmons and Ellen Sanderson, along with first single player Carrie Simmons, were key to the success of the Trojans. The team not only had a high level of talent, but a strong sense of unity as well. Losing only two seniors, the team is expected to dominate next year with a returning varsity cast of Katie Simmons, Katie Powers, Heather Robertson, Sue Noblin, Ellen Sanderson, Danielle Jones, and Carrie Simmons.

1. Junior Ellen Sanderson follows through with a great backhand.
2. Danielle Jones strokes the backhand cross court.
3. With a powerful serve, Heather Roberson tears up the court.
4. Hoping for another ace, Katie Simmons warms up her serve.
5. On a sunny court, Kara Silvia perfects her forehand.
6. Carrie Simmons frightens opponents with her steady stroke.
7. Team Picture: Kara Silvia, Meghan Jones, Carrie Simmons, Merri Carney, Ellen Sanderson, Erin Nelson, Danielle Jones, Katie Simmons, Heather Robertson, Sue Noblin.
Trojans in the Running Again

Baseball

After a one-year hiatus from state tournament play, the Trojans bounced back and earned a berth in the tournament. They suffered a tough loss in their first game of the tournament. The team hopes to bounce back this season and contend for the OCL crown.

Their chances look strong with a nucleus of returning starters. They look to tri-captains Adam Crossman, Scooter Korske, and Orestis Tiliakos to lead them to victory. Also contributing will be Adam Howe, Brett Nowlin, Craig Audette, and Mike McGoogan.

1. Shortstop Craig Audette runs to ground in infield hit.
2. Powerhitter Josh Katz smashes another one into the outfield.
3. Matt Heggerty heads for 1st after a base hit.
4. Pitcher Mike McGoogan winds up to strike out another batter.
Softball Swingers Stun the League

For yet another year, the Trojan Softball Team placed second in the OCL. They dominated the league, struggling only with the Taunton Tigers. The spectacular infield was solidified by Michelle Graham and Danielle Dangoia in the middle and Captain Amy Innocenzi in the hot corner. Freshman phenomenon Jackie Julius shone on the mound, while catcher Kristi O’Brien called the game from behind the plate. The Trojan’s outstanding defense was complemented by superstar outfielders Tara Bradshaw, Rachel Carter, and Lisa Carrozza. The Trojan’s are determined to clinch the OCL in the 2000 season.

1. Danielle Dangoia drops into her defensive position and concentrates on the batter.
2. Stephanie Casey, Kelly Casey, Kerri Jacques, Pam Rabouin, Liz Courcy, and Michelle Graham watch their team in action.
3. B-R slugger Amy Innocenzi watches the ball fly into the outfield.
4. Pitcher Jackie Julius leads the Trojans to another victory.
5. Catcher Kristi O’Brien encourages her infield with loud cheers.
6. Lisa Carrozza patiently awaits the perfect.
Trojans Dominate the Track

Boys’ Spring Track...........

Led by the enthusiasm and expertise of first year head coach, Tom McDavitt, the Boys’ Spring Track Team won the Old Colony League title.

Captains Jim Emord, Jim Delgado, Scott Kimball, and Pete Maffeo helped the team to win the OCL meet at Plymouth South. The team also boasts talented underclassmen, such as: Mike Delgado, Jon Hartford, Darnell Kuykendall, and Ryan Morin.

1. Rob Ricciardi thinks lightly as he flies over the high jump bar.
2. Jim Delgado concentrates on an even pace as he rounds the track.
3. Using all of his strength, Mike Anderson throws the javelin.
4. In the 4 x 400 relay, Jim Emord effortlessly passes his opponent.
5. Expert hurdlers Sean McGovern, Kyle Bradshaw and Marc Battistini show us their perfect form.


7. Concentrating on height, Matt Noblin leaps into the long jump pit.
B-R Girls Make School History

Girls’ Spring Track.....

Under the leadership of experienced captains Melissa Mackiewicz, Kim Halon, Jill Hamilton, and Melanie Sharp, along with coaches Paul Urban, Jr., Ed Delgado, and François Joseph, the Girls’ Spring Track Team completed its most successful season in school history. Remaining undefeated in all 8 dual meets and winning the league meet by less than two points, edging out rival Silver Lake, B-R maintained its reputation as a force to be reckoned with. 1999 was a magnificent year for the girls, with school records set by Jess Rawlins in the 200 (25.2) and long jump (17’1”), Shannon Jackson in the 300 hurdles (47.5) and Laura Karns in the 2 mile (12:04). As team spirit and dedication ran high, the Trojan women enjoyed their triumphs, while looking forward to a successful future. Outstanding underclassmen Jill Buckley, Molly Lawton and Kim Pacheco will help the returning Trojans maintain B-R’s degree of excellence.

1. Helpful Deena Zachary takes the long jump pit between jumpers at a home meet.
2. Jill Shapleigh meticulously measures another amazing discus throw by one of her teammates.
3. With perfect form, Kim Pacheco hurls the shot put.
4. At the end of a grueling mile run, Kim Halon finished strong.
5. Concentrating on breathing, Angela Robak sprints down the long jump runway.
6. Quickly out of the blocks, Cory Buckley perfects her start.
Extracurricular activities here at Bridgewater-Raynham are wide-ranging. Any student can find an activity that suits their tastes. Those that like to write join the staff of the Regional Sound or the staff of Unitas. Those students more interested in theater arts join the Drama Club. Those whose voices are their instruments seek refuge in the Chorus. The U.S. First and Science Olympiad teams are great places to hang out for our future scientists and engineers. All said and done, B-R is a haven for those seeking the collective creativity found in an after-school activity.

1. Erin Moura, John McCann, and Megan Alden prepare to discuss the Book Club’s latest pick.
2. Christina Powers, Jaclyn Sly, Cathryn Furtado, Angela Berghuaas, Terry Sly and John McCann discuss self-image with next year’s freshmen.
3. Adam Howe and Lou Orfanos caption pictures during another productive yearbook meeting.
4. Abby-Gail Rovaldi, Andrew Leahy, Kate Roza and Shaela Thomas sell BRAHMS cash calendars at parents’ night.
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1. Erin Moura, John McCann, and Megan Alden prepare to discuss the Book Club’s latest pick.
2. Christina Powers, Jaclyn Sly, Cathryn Furtado, Angela Berghuaas, Terry Sly and John McCann discuss self-image with next year’s freshmen.
3. Adam Howe and Lou Orfanos caption pictures during another productive yearbook meeting.
4. Abby-Gail Rovaldi, Andrew Leahy, Kate Roza and Shaela Thomas sell BRAHMS cash calendars at parents’ night.
5. Another successful Thanksgiving can drive for B-R's Student Council.
6. The concert band dazzles their audience at the Christmas concert.
7. Ms. McGuire is stunned as she watches her Unitas staff slowly give to the pressures of looming deadlines.
8. Andrew Leaby and Nicole Conlon rehearse their lines.
9. The infamous Burton-McGuire field trip to the Huntington Theatre production of "Our Town" proves to be a hit.
10. Michelle Graham, Mrs. Kane, and Tara Bradshaw sign up students to participate in the Citizen's Scholarship fund drive.
11. Tyisha Wilmore, Jen Ocasio and Tara Oliviera tackle the senior blurbs.
Crazy for You

The music of the piano and the bustling of a new cast filled the auditorium. The Raynwater Players began auditioning to make the cut for this year's production of "Crazy for You". Nerves ran high as each student walked to center-stage, ready to sing and give it his or her best, peers look on. Everyone wondered who would play who and hoped their name would appear somewhere on the final cast list. Finally, it was posted and immediately swarmed by anxiously waiting students.

Sound once again filled the town of Deadrock, Nevada, as the Raynwater Players brought life into every character they played. Rehearsing three days a week, each member of the cast worked diligently to learn their lines and lyrics. After long hours of rehearsing their tap dancing skills, this cast of forty-six members danced the night away at each performance. With voices warmed up and ready to sing, they took the stage with the determination to astound their audience with every number.

These pictures are moments from rehearsals during this year's production. The magic of every performance changes from show to show and from cast to cast. No year is ever the same. This is the last time this cast will ever work together. The magic and memories of their hard work will carry through years to come. Their rhythm, music, and talent can still be heard, echoing through these pages. After the experience and fun this cast had, they have but one question-who could ask for anything more?
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1. Nicole Conlon and Andrew Leahy share a moment behind the scenes.
2. Tory Furtado works hard to memorize her lines before practice.
3. Rebecca Hunt stuns her peers with a high note.
4. Dawn Wheeler, Kathreen Reid, Jen Flannery and Nicole Clapp discuss their costumes in detail.
5. Jon Hartford and Rebecca Hunt try to remember their important lines.
6. Katie Moore gets into character during a break.
7. Lia Macrina enjoys her solo on stage.
8. Shaela Thomas and Jill Shapleigh discuss the set and design for the musical.
9. Ms. Welch and Ms. White intently watch the cast at work.
10. Brad Clark, Jesse Witcher and John Dooley perfect their routine.
11. Jesse Witcher, Ed Bennet and Brad Clark wait for the cue to begin.
Marching Band

It was late August, the practice field was painted with yellow yard lines, music was passed out, and the flags were ironed and put together. The BRRHS marching band began to prepare for another great season that would make them and their school proud. The field show was learned in only two days of rehearsal - a record breaking rate. However, countless hours of practice remained as they worked to combine music, routines, and marching techniques to create an impressive halftime production.

As the football team took the field, the marching band’s enthusiasm would spread through the stands as they played B-R's fight song. Their disciplined attitudes and desire to be the best showed as they marched at every performance and rehearsal. The marching band and color guard carried B-R's reputation and school spirit to other towns as they achieved in parades, festivals, jamborees, and competitions. With another season gone by, a sense of accomplishment fills every member as they wait for next year's show to be released.

Congratulations a fantastic season! Keep playing, performing, and creating the musical memories shared on these pages. Best of Luck!

1. The clarinet section harmonizes on the field.
2. Aaron Rovaldi keeps the beat for the band's performance.
3. Mike Pistone is proud to play the saxophone.
4. The trumpet section entertains the crowd between halves.
5. LeAnn Lorti and Stacey Kenn perform at the Pep Rally.
6. Brad Clark leads the band during the thrilling halftime performance.
7. Erin Kelleher stays in tune during the halftime show.
8. Drum majors Brad Clark and Andrew Leahy take a break with their music director, Mr. Gary Hyman.
9. Chris Flynn and Rob Cautillo prove that practice makes perfect.
10. Terry Sly leads the flute section.
11. Catherine Hathaway and Kathleen Reed are ready to begin the show.
**Color Guard**

The Color Guard at Bridgewater-Raynham works tirelessly night after night to perfect their routine. Dazzling the crowds at football games, marching in the Bridgewater Veterans’ Day Parade, the East Bridgewater and Taunton Christmas Parades, the color guard shows the world it has great talent. Led by second year director Virginia Capelo and captains Shaela Thomas, Katie Asiaf and Diana Tatro, the Color Guard had another successful season. Also contributing to the Color Guards’ success were Seniors Melissa Brassil, Jess Pawlowski, Stephanie Thomas, Jill Shapleigh and Julie Lavoie.

1. The B-R Colorguard performs another spectacular pre-game show.
2. The Shapleigh girls, Heather and Jill, make a winning team.
3. The Colorguard shows its B-R spirit as it puts on another great show.
4. Another angle on a wonderful performance.
5. Amanda Stoughton demonstrates that a Colorguard performance won’t let you down.
6. We love it when the Colorguard performs at the Pep Rally!
7. Colorguard members, Katie Asiaf, Melissa Brassil, Stephanie Thomas, and Jill Shapleigh prepare to strut their Colorguard stuff at the Pep Rally.
Many students seem to think that the weight room is mainly filled with intensity, but along with that comes good times, and many smiles. Mr. Lennon strives to make working out fun and we all count on the good laughs shared each afternoon. The men and women in the weight room are there for one reason—to better their physical and mental strength. The weight room is open three times a week, and all of the faithful lifters look forward to those Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays. Lifting is one of the best ways to relieve stress, and you can not leave the B-R weight room without a smile.

1. Lou D’Amarino, Matt Lyford, and Tim Morrissey show they can hold their own in the weight room.
2. Liesl Guasco works with the freeweights.
4. Using the jump rope, Ryan Mandeville improves his agility.
5. Ryan Mandeville raises the bar for weight room excellence.
7. Chris Yafrate shows off his strength.
8. Chris Lovell works his triceps.
Science Olympiad
The 1999-2000 season was one of team growth for Science Olympiad. Led by co-captains John McCann, Rob Chambers, and Paul Kostas, the team was well-influenced and enthusiastic. The team had its first ever fund-raiser, a bowl-a-thon, which helped to inflate the teams budget. Members who earned medals this year included: Paul Kostas, in “Surfing the ‘net,” and Melissa Boudreau and Rob Chambers, in “Polymer Detectives.”
1. Co-Captains Paul Kostas and Rob Chambers compete in the state meet tower event at Framingham State College.
2. Mike Spagone and Tara Bradshaw proudly display medals the team won at Medway High School.
3. Paul Kostas shows off the gold medal he won “Surfing the ‘Net.”
4. The Science Olympiad team rallies before a meet.
5. Matt Furtado and John McCann compete in the Earth Science event.
6. Co-Captains Rob Chambers and Paul Kostas lead their team with strategies that work.
7. Eric Reese, Chris Chambers, and Nick Greely are ready to launch “The Scrambler” at Medway High.
8. Eric Reese and Mike Greely discuss the outcome of their events.
9. Rob Chambers and Melissa Boudreau show off their medals.
10. Mike Spagone shows his prize winning plane in “The Wright Stuff.”
11. Paul Kostas and Rob Chambers concentrate hard during the chem-lab event.
This past year Bridgewater-Raynham and Johnson & Johnson continued its tag team effort in the U.S. FIRST Robotics competition. Using J & J's facilities, B-R used the six week time period between January 8 and February 22 to complete the robot in its entirety. On February 22, TJ² shipped our robot to Rutgers, New Jersey for our first competition of this year. The following month, TJ² traveled south, to Orlando, Florida, for the National Competition at Epcot with high expectations. This year, almost forty students took part in the team, using dedication and perseverance to get through the year, make a winning machine, and above all else, to have a great time while doing it.

1. Mike Murphy and Joe Munise test out the robot during a build team meeting.
2. Joe Cannon rollerblades down Cape Cod Canal on Wheel Day.
3. Dave McGuire works diligently on the robot.
4. TJ² closes in on victory.
5. Judges concur on how much TJ² has won by.
6. Chris Flynn and Chris Ortiz present 2000's robot at a team meeting.
7. Mr. Morrison relaxes after a long day.
8. Mr. Morrison stands center stage at the 1999 Regional Competition in New Jersey.
9. Engineers from Johnson & Johnson make final preparations before a match.
10. Last year's robot comes face-to-face with this year's robot.
11. TJ² Team 2000: from left to right, front row: Scott Porto, Rob Mastria, Rebekah Hunt, Chris Flynn, Leon Machado; second row: Mrs. Calef, Dave McGuire, Krista Smith, Meagan
Anthony, Auna Lundin, Michele Holmes, Lisa DeLorenzo, Joe Cannon, Andy Aiello, Mr. Mastria, Anita Vermuganti; third row: Melissa Brassil, Mrs. Benigni; fourth row: Ms. Bridges, Phil Wadsworth, Christine Ferreira, Julie Lavoie, Angela Berghaus, John Ferreira, Eric DiMarzio, Mike Murphy, Peter Georgantas, Chris Ortiz, Stephanie Thomas, Dan Dupuis; last row: Mr. Folan, Mike King, Sean Murdoch, Mike Moran, Terry Young, Joe Munise, Tom Calef, Nick Barnick, Mark Boomer, Carl Souza, Chris Rogers, Mike Dobson, Mr. Morrison. (Missing: Ashley Carson, Wendy Zimbone, Keith Hendershot, Jessica Pawlowski, Justin Agger, Lizzie Burt, Todd Derbyshire, Jen Flannery, Bridget Flynn, Caitlin Jahnke, Brian Kingsley, Carolyn Maillery, Jon Marcotte, Julie McCouire, Sean Peters, Cormac Rashade, Kathleen Reid, Eric Warner, Mike Kulibaba, Mrs. Botelho, Mr. Phaneuf, Mrs. Sargent, Mrs. Machado, Mr. Hall, Joe Mooney, & Bob Rego).
**Student Government**

**Freshman Class Officers:** (Top) Lindsey Venuti, Advisor Mrs. Norman, Advisor Mrs. Murdoch, (Bottom) Joe Powers, Brittany Kearney, Paula Moniz

**Sophomore Class Officers:** (Top) Advisor, Mr. Silvia, Amy Freyermouth, Meghan Connerty, (Bottom) Ian Curry, Nina Martelli.

**Junior Class Officers:** (Top) Andy Hamilton, Ryan Schleicher, (Bottom) Kate Krappe, Emily Morey, Advisor Mr. Vieira

**Senior Class Officers:** (Top) Advisor Mrs. Weston, Maura O'Day, Jesse Mead, (Bottom) Jon Hartford, Danielle Dangoia.

**Student Council:** (Top) Ashley Carso, Jess Rawlins, Allyson Battistini, Advisor M Cunniff, (Bottom) Peter Yelle, Alysson Asack, Jesse Mead, Dan Dahoerty.

**Student School Committee Advisory Board**
(Top) Advisor Mr. Peabody, Molly Lawton, Alysson Asack, (Bottom) Jesse Mead, Renne Benoit
S.A.D.D.: The Students Against Destructive Decisions are one of the most influential groups at Bridgewater-Raynham. Led by President Liz Courcy, Vice-President Kaityln Copp, Treasurer Kristina Beals, and Secretary Matt Santos, S.A.D.D. strived and succeeded in keeping students from drinking and driving. The meticulous construction of the Tree of Life awakens students to how much life means, and what a mistake like drinking and driving can be. Grim-Reaper day and the anti-drinking and driving posters around school helped keep students headed in the right direction.


Math Team: The Math Team competed in four regional meets between November and February. At the conclusion of the four meets, the B-R students had placed first in their division. The students traveled to the South Shore Mathematics League playoffs in Randolph in March. The team placed 6th, just 2 points shy of qualifying for the state tournament. These mathematicians proved B-R is a force to be reckoned with.


National Honor Society: The National Honor Society has had a very active year, thanks to dedicated students and the help of advisor Elizabeth Calef. The National Honor Society successfully raised money for turkeys, donated bags stuffed full of toys to the children's ward of Brockton Hospital, and each member completed 20 hours of community service. Also, the spring faculty tea was a hit. As the 1999-2000 NHS members depart B-R, we would like to thank all of those who have contributed to our success.

**Student Activities**

**Gay-Straight Alliance:** The B-R Gay Straight Alliance is primarily a student run organization that tries to encourage respect and promote tolerance within the high school. One of the goals of the club is to provide a place where students can feel safe and comfortable with some of the difficult choices they face. Front row, left to right: Ed Callahan, Jonathan Stairs. Second row: Reema Zaiter, Caitlin O'Connor, Jill Sullivan, Katherine Hathaway. Third row: Brian Mayher, Corrina Collin, Matt Moseley, Michelle Graham. Fourth row: Mrs. Vincent, Ms. Morgan.

**Diversity Club:** The purpose of the Diversity Club is to enlighten the minds of youth to recognize and understand cultural differences. The Diversity club has participated in many workshops involving cultural awareness and "Our World of Difference." The club has attended the annual "World of Difference" conference and participated in the Brockton Teen Council's annual Brockton Area Youth Conferences. They are also members of the Inter-school Diversity Networking Group with surrounding schools. Front row, left to right: Jen Ocasio, Sharia Boston, Nina Henderson, Tyisha Wilmore. Second row: Miriam Whiting, Peter Dinapoli, Shobhiam Boston, Julie Reichart, Myisha Wilmore. Third row: Ed Callahan, Ms. Gill-Bass, Sean Williams, Marisol Ocasio.

**Foreign Language Club:** In April 2000, the Foreign Language Club will be going to the Yucatan Peninsula and Cancun in Mexico. The club's fund raising consisted of selling lollipops of all flavors. Food and art are also important topics to the club. Front row: Leah Milan, Deseree Rose, Colleen Dever, Kim Pacheco, Mrs. Shadley, Aimee Ayers. Second row: Patricia Follett, Sherry Saunders, Vanessa Carney, Sarah Salamon, Alex Mastria, Lindsey Sullivan. Third row: Jenn Calderone, Nick Palmeiri, Tony Martin, Shannon Moynihan, Matt Black, Amanda Smith.
Peer Mediation: The Peer Mediation Group is a group of approximately twenty students and faculty members who have been trained to deal with conflicts and come up with resolutions. Peer Mediators function is to help solve conflicts that arise in the school by using positive language and influence avoiding any physical and negative confrontation. The program will be entering its third year in 2001. Front row: Emily Morey, Myisha Wilmore, Andrew Leahy, Sharia Boston, Jen Ocasio, Angela Berghaus. Second row: Adam Crossman, Mike Paul, Kate Collins, Alyssa Asack, Matt Santos. Third row: Ed Callahan, Adrian Dominico, Stephanie Pitcher, Erin Munise, Pat Murphy, Peter Dinapoli.

Art Club: The Art Club would be nowhere without the undying support of the school administration. This year we emerged as an official club. During the months since our recognition we have had a craft fair, Yankee Swap and Mardi Gras with Sandwich High School. We also plan to go to New York City in May. We meet Wednesday afternoons in Room 126. Front row: Barbara Quinn, Wendy Proctor, Ashley Benvisutto, Katherine Hathaway, Andrew Errigan, Kristen Weinrich. Second row: Bonnie Kucinski, Mrs. Brown, Danielle Hannaman, Jen all, Tanya Smith, Omar Zeid. Third Row: Jill Shapleigh, Nicole Clapp, Matt Black, Jill Coleman, enee Fay, Catie Moore, Nicole Smith. Fourth Row: Jill Sullivan, Mike Zeller, Tim Wenson, aryn O'Connell, Candace Croteau, Lisa DeLorenzo. Fifth row: Andy Georgantas, Wendy imbone, Matt Moseley, Erin Moura, Chris Caitillo, Reema Zaiter.
Student Activities

Drama: This year's Drama Club not only learned about acting, but also about expressing emotions and inner feelings to one another. They will always remember the great times they had doing "Death of a Salesman" and the crazy things they did in class. Front row: Joanna Isenor, Kerry McGovern, Ericka Finley, Colleen Dever, Teresa Elifman, Nina Henderson, Heather Costa, Amy Kangeiser. Second row: Jon Hartford, Meredith Carney, Shelly Cuellar, Kelli Ahearn, Mike Malone, Liz Hardy, Kendra Larson, Erin Moura. Third row: David Gomes, Bill Nixon, Pat Sullivan, Lia Macrina, Ed Bennet, Pat Murphy, Megan Callahan. Fourth row: Mr. DeCastro, Steve Conley, Ed Correia, Adam Brasil, Eric Bradbury, Shannon MacKinnon, Jess Ouellette. Fifth row: John Wasik, Michael Gillis, Stephanie Lusky, Shelah Rothman, Maria Peppas, Casey Papp, Sarah Clifford.

Ski Club: This year's Ski Club went to such exciting places as Okemo, Loon, Waterville, Canon, Attitash and Sunday Mountain. The club always travels on Saturdays during the months of December through March. Members don't just ski, they snowboard and skiboard as well. Front row: Jesse Fix, Michelle Almada, Danica Copeland, Lauren Mader, Nicole Pincolini, Megan Jones, Eric Edson. Second row: Mr. Moscardelli, Anne Bruckman, Caroline Mailloux, Dan O'Connell, Matt Black, Omar Zeid. Third row: Mark DeVincentis, Laura Windsor, Nick Gorga, Matt Shaw, Paul Veracka, Adam Lucia. Fourth row: Kaitlyn Sankus, Tina Pittore, Michelle Byers, Chrissy Holly, Kate Lopresti, Julie Duhamel, Miek Veracka, Mike Delgado. Fifth row: Chad Buzek, Mike Crotty, Steve Doherty, Matt Mantalos, Steve Marcotte.

Peer Leaders: Peer Leaders is a group of teens that are considered good role models. It is headed by Ms. Melanie Morgon. I currently have about 15 members and is growing. Some activities the group participated in were D.A.R.E., helping office Hobson, and going to the Williams Middle School to talk to the sixth graders. They also help tutor the second graders, either through Peer Leaders or RAVE. Front row: Catherine Furtado, Jessica Pawlowski, Christina Ferreira, Melissa Brassil. Second row: Christina Powers, Jacqueline Sly, John McCann, Stephanie Thomas. Third row: Kary Dunham, Angela Berghaus, Karen Carlser Terri Sly. Fourth row: Ms. Morgon.
Student Activities


Publications

The purpose of the yearbook is to reflect on our time spent here in the halls of B-R. It highlights student activities, athletics, special moments, and the everyday routine of the students. The production of such a book requires the time and efforts of many different people. Students work in Journalism class, during study periods, and before and after school to write articles, crop pictures, type captions, and proofread all 180 pages, all done under the direction of Ms. Diane McGuire. Hard-working students, such as coeditors Tony Burgess and Laura Karns, spent many hours frantically rushing to meet deadlines, which is a tremendous feat in itself. This year's yearbook is more than just a summary of the school year; it becomes a part of written history of the town, and a time capsule in itself.

After a slow start, the newspaper finished the year with a rousing flourish, thanks to coeditors Jon Hartford and Mike Haggerty. The Regional Sound, also worked upon under the guidance of Ms. Diane McGuire, reflects students views. Staff meetings were held Thursdays after school this year. Students came in and worked during study periods, sometimes during Journalism class, studies, and even after school to work on this year's student publications.

1. Using his sales skills, Tony Burgess seeks financial supporters for the yearbook.
2. Tony Burgess checks to see which faculty members still need to have their picture taken.
3. Tyisha Wilmore, Jen Ocasio, Jen Pohl, and Tara Oliveira type the mountain of senior blurbs.
4. The Staff of Unitas 2000: Tyisha Wilmore, Matt Mantolas, Myisha Wilmore, Brian Berry, Ms. Diane McGuire, Laura Karns, Tony Burgess, Jen Ocasio, Sharia Boston, Nicky Mazenkes, Adam...
5. Sarah Al-Obaidi and Adrienne Bossi raised $235.00 from harassed parents at parents night.
6. Jon Hartford and Mike Dobson work hard on the Regional Sound.
7. Lou Orfanos, Adam Howe, and Matt Mantalos decide on which pictures to use in the yearbook.
8. Mike Dobson helps choose pictures for the Through the Years pages.
9. Tiffany Matthews and Laura Karns are hard at work cropping pictures for the faculty pages.
10. Tim Wenson, Mike Zeller, Lia Milan, Mike Haggerty, and Aimee Ayers gather to discuss upcoming story topics.
11. The staff of the Regional Sound: Matt Mantalos, Jon Hartford, Ashley Carson, Adam Howe, Tony Burgess, Tim Wenson, Mike Dobson, Mike Zeller, Nikki Mazenkas, Kaitlyn Kerrigan, and Ms. Diane McGuire.
PATRONS
Ms. Anne Botelho
Mr. & Mrs. Alan M. Coughlin
Bob & Sue Kinney
The Mead Family
Mary Ann Mozzone
Barbara M. Murdoch
Barbara & Wesley Peddie
Ms. Stone
Mr. & Mrs. Paul Vieira

SPONSORS
Donna & Rich Audette
The Buron Family
Philip Ashley Capen
Mrs. Cloutier
Bob, Laurel, & Patrick Fix
Diane Guibault
Mrs. Holt
The Jones Family
Mr. & Mrs. Paul Moscardelli
The Nehiley’s
Eileen O’Connor
M. O’Leary
Mme. Oliver
Calvin Coolidge
Alfred & Mary Phillippe
Maureen Paparazzo
David Rocha
Bob Roy
Sue & Artie Sharpe
Jennifer Smith
The Sypher Family
Vespa
Mrs. Weston
Irene Wilcox
Ms. Natalie Winsor

FRIENDS
Craig Audette
Wayne Audette
Marie Burke
The Carney Family: Kevin, Gen, Shane, & Vanessa
Frank Clasby
Jim & Cindy Harrington
Mr. & Mrs. Michael O’Connell

BENEFACTORS
Ms. Carol Burton
Mr. & Mrs. Francis Ferioli
Ms. Diane McGuire
BEST OF LUCK, CLASS OF 2000!

GEORGE N. ASACK, JR.
ATTORNEY AT LAW

Good Luck, Class of 2000!

The Midnight Crafters

Best friends always:
Derek Chaffee, Steve Barnard, and Brett Nowlin

Best of Luck from Derek’s Mom

The “Pokes” are the true All-Stars!

Friends forever:
Kristina Beals, Katie Powers, Shannon Jackson, and Angela Robak.
Good luck to the “Fab Five!”

Brooke Albert,
Maura O’Day,
Tara Oliveira,
Jennifer Pohl
and Tara Melo

love, Mr. and Mrs. Barnes

“Yesterday brought the beginning, tomorrow brings the end, but somewhere in the middle we’ve become the best of friends.”

Brooke Albert
Cortinne Clifford
Katie Collins
Melissa Curry
Cathy Fraser
Tara Melo
Maura O’Day
Tara Oliveira
Jen Pohl
Melissa Venuti
Dear Bridgewater-Raynham Class of 2000:

As I look at the preview of the Unitas, I am reminded of so many special moments so many of you shared with Katie. They make me smile and cry all at the same time.

I want to thank all of you for your support during these difficult times. The outpouring of support from the Class of 2000, the underclassmen, teachers, administrators and friends from Bridgewater and Raynham was incredible. A special thank you to Mr. Hyman and the B-R Chorus for commissioning a song in Katie's honor and memory. Although the song has yet to be performed as I write this, I know it will be perfect because it is a demonstration of your thoughtfulness and caring. Your love and support have meant more than words could possibly convey.

As Katie's Mom, I knew the moment she was born that I was blessed with a very special child. As I watched her grow that knowledge only grew stronger but then I thought I might be a bit prejudiced. But as I look at the very special people that Katie called friend, I know now that I was right all along. Katie could not have been blessed with such great friends had she not been a great friend herself. Your friendship is her greatest tribute.

I want to wish all of you the very best as you venture out into the world. Although Katie will not be here in person to share in your graduation, I know that she will be with each and every one of you in spirit on your special day.

With Sincerest Gratitude and Love, Katie Burt's Mom